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were intricately ornamented with

colorful reliefs of fruits, flowers and
vegetables. Such wreaths also came
to be associated with Advent and
Christmas. In a broader sense, the

Christmas wreath has now come to

represent the love, joy and peace

which Christ offers to all who
reverently await His Coming.
As we thankfully remember God’s

everlasting Christmas Gift to us, we
prepare again to give the best we
have to those we love the most.

For yourself, a loved one, friend,

pastor or Sunday School teacher an

American Bible Society annuity can

be an ideal Christmas gift. It’s that

special gift which cannot be lost,

broken or outlived. Your ABS an-

nuity is the gift that’s never the

wrong size, style, shape or taste. It

will guarantee generous income pay-

ments for life. (As the annuity’s

donor you’ll also qualify for an im-

portant tax deduction.) Write for

your free copy of the new ABS an-

nuity booklet, “The Partnership

That Pays.”

The ABS annuity you now estab-

lish, funded with $500 or more, will

be your lifetime Christmas gift. It will

also guarantee that in the future

many, many spiritually hungry peo-

ple will gain their first opportunity to

read the Christmas Story in their

own languages.

]. Milton Bell

Director, Deferred <Sc Definitive

Giving

American Bible Society

1865 Broadway

New York, NY10023

P.S. We have a very limited number
of extra copies of “The Christmas

Wreath” card (see page 22 ). They
aren’t for sale. While they last, we’d

like to share them with special

friends ofthe Society, like you. Write

and ask for your copy. /
i /

A word about the Word
“I want to know one thing, the way to heaven: how to land safe on that happy
shore. God Himself has condescended to teach the way; for this very end He came
from heaven. He has written it down in a book! Oh, give me that book! At any

price, give me the book ofGod! I have it: here is knowledge enough for me. Let it be

my homo unius libri: ‘A man of one book.’
”

John Wesley, the founder of Methodism.
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WYCLIFFE PERSONNEL - A TEAM
Wycliffe believes that the translation task can

be finished in this century. But there is no

shortcut — each language must have its own

team of translators. As steps toward meeting

this goal, we are asking God to provide 500

Bible translation teams in the next three years.

Could one or more of these teams come from

your church? Remember, these translators will

need to be backed by a supporting team of

pilots, mechanics, radio technicians, teachers,

secretaries, printers, doctors, accountants,

nurses, graphic artists, house parents, builders,

agriculturalists, etc. Members are accepted for

both long and short-term service.

God, through His Church, will make the goal of

reaching some of Every Tongue and Tribe and

Nation a reality.

UISICUFFG
BIBLE TRANSLATORS, INC
Huntington Beach. California 92648

783

Translations

Languages \

(Data in) 1

Translators

needed

immediately

progress

(WBT and others)

746

Have access

to published

New Testament

or Bible

...offyerySongue

and Eribe

and

Hafion

Nearly extinct languages

Earth's Languages and Status of Bible Translation
(5,687 Total listing of languages, based on figures in Ethnologue 1974. Published by WBT)

Ext 006-976-1 OOM



What was important to John Wycliffe is still

important today. Can you imagine millions of

tribesmen living outside the 20th Century

bound in the ignorance and superstition of

another age? These people are sealed off by

unknown languages, each unique in itself.

Forty years ago Wycliffe Bible Translators, Inc.

was founded to meet the challenge of the

Bibleless tribesmen. Presently, hundreds of

young people are moving out to remote areas of

the world to live among Every Tongue and
Tribe and Nation, learning their languages,

communicating God’s love, and translating His

Word. Wycliffe is currently working in over 600
languages.

WYCLIFFE’S PRINCIPLES

Wycliffe believes that every group needs at

least some of the written Scriptures in its own
mother tongue. No group is too small or

insignificant and no language is too difficult.

The usual result of Scripture translation is an

indigenous church. Tribal believers share the

Word with one another and then move out in a

ministry of evangelism.

- Wycliffe personnel serve people. One of the

most important contributions is in the field of

Literacy. A Bible translation fills its essential

role when the members of the newly planted

Church are able to read it.

WYCLIFFE'S STRUCTURE
• The work is carried out through two

international organizations. Wycliffe Bible

Translators (WBT) represents the work to the

church at home.

Wycliffe personnel are also members of the

Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), which is

responsible for the linguistic training programs,

contacts with governments, the academic world

and most field activities.

Wycliffe Bible Translators is a work of faith,

dependent on the stewardship of God’s people.

Each member looks to the Lord for his own
support. Usually financial needs are met

through the interest and participation of home
churches and individual Christians. Complete

information about financial policy or the

support of a specific member will be supplied

upon request.

I

OHN WYCLIFFE (1320-1384) - first

translator of our English Bible - wrote:

"Christ and His apostles taught the

people in the tongue that was best

known to them. Why should men not

do so now?”



Digitized by the Internet Archive

in 2016

https://archive.org/details/missionsbibletra1835unse



BIBLE LANGUAGES

INCREASE T0 1,785

NEW YORK, N.Y. — A Boro family from
the northeastern part of India and a Moore
family, part of a tribe from Africa’s Upper
Volta, shared in the realization of a long felt

wish in 1983.

Both were among the 4.7 million people
who for the first time had the complete Bible

available in their own language, according
to the American Bible Society.

During the year, 23 languages were added
to the list of those which now have a portion

(at least one book) of the Bible.

Another language, with no previous

Scriptures, now has a New Testament.
These brought the 1983 year-end total up

to 1,785 languages in which at least one
book of the Bible has been published since

printing was invented over 500 years ago.

By December 31, the complete Bible had
been published in 283 languages, four more
than the previous year. In addition to Boro
and Moore, the new languages with full

Bibles were Kakwa, spoken in Uganda, and
Tinata Tuna, a tribal language of Papua
New Guinea.

There are now 572 languages with a New
Testament but still no complete Bible. This
is an increase of 26 above the previous year’s

total.

Another 930 have at least published por-
tion, usually a Gospel or Psalms. The 23 new

languages represented are spread through

Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, Ghana, Guate-

mala, Indonesia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea,

the Philippines, and Senegal. This geograph-

ical spread indicates the extent of Bible

translation that has been under way.

Geographically, the vast region which en-

compasses Asia, Australia, New Zealand,

and the Pacific Islands now has the most

translations, for a total of 717. Africa comes
next with 517, followed by South and Cen-

tral America including the Caribbean

islands. There are 64 lanugages listed for

North America, most of them used by in-

digenous Americans.

The source of these statistics is the annual

Scripture language report of the United

Bible Societies, the international partnership

for Bible work which the American Bible

Society helped found.

The report lists all new publications

received during the year, even those where
the Bible Society was not involved.

Every year the list is drawn up by the ABS
library in New' York in consultation with

Bible Society colleagues in London. The ABS
repository has over 40,000 volumes of Scrip-

ture, together with related documents and
w'orks of reference, making it the largest

such collection in this hemisphere and a

useful resource for scholars.

MEXICO SUMMER TRAINING SESSION
1984 Season

Academic and practical missionary orienta-

tion. 11 weeks in Mexico. May 31. 1984 to

August 16. Studies in Missions, Mexican
History and Culture, Spanish. Field Train-

ing Assignments. Seventeenth year. Re-

quired: church appointment, high school
graduation by 1982 (one year of college or

equivalent desired) No upper age limit

Registration $20. Program cost $1030
Travel books, equipment extra

Dela' : s gladly sent on reauesl

REFORMED BIBLE COLLEGE

1869 ROBINSON ROAD. S E

GRAND RAPIDS Ml 49506
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Bible Societies were involved in more than

75 percent of all reported Scripture transla-

tion projects by language count during the

year.

That involvement included such services

as technical and supervisory assistance,

publishing and financial support, and
various combinations of these.

The funding assistance for translation

comes through a UBS world service budget.

American believers in the Bible cause who
give to ABS are the major source of contribu-

tions to the budget.

ABS was founded well over a century ago

to provide Scriptures in their own language

to all peoples who want them. In addition to

providing help for translations, it also

publishes and distributes the Scriptures.

GREETINGS FROM SIERRA LEONE

Dear Friends:

The Christmas season has come once

again. May this season find you in good

health, in happy spirits, and living out your

commitment to Christ our King.

It is hard to believe that 1983 is almost

over and 1984 is just around the corner. The
year has passed quickly. January through

May was spent in language study. In June. I

returned to the States for three months to

continue my education at the Summer In-

stitute of Linguistics in Oklahoma. In

August, I returned to Sierra Leone and

began my literacy work.

The first of September, Augustine Amara
came to work with me. The last few months

we have been working on training teachers

in each of our five target villages, meeting

with villages and committees making a pre-

primer, and gathering other materials for

our classes. We plan to get classes started the

first week of the new year. The people are

really anxious to learn to read so we praise

the Lord for that.

Other members of our team are keeping

busy also. Pat De Vries (health worker) has

just finished teaching a five-week course for

village health workers and traditional birth

attendants. Bill De Kuiper and Stan Drenth

(church planters) are in their 18th week of

story telling. The story this week was about

the crucifixion of Jesus. Harry Spaling (agri-

culturist) is working on tuber crop multi-

plication and experimenting with new rice

varities. Dirk Booy (community developer)

continues to work with village committees

and serves as team leader. So the work goes

on, and 1984 brings new opportunities for

service to our King.

Wishing you a blessed 1984, in which the

love of Christ will come shining through.

In His Service,

Brenda Vander Schuur

Literacy Worker
Sierra Leone

MARTYRS?

Soft-cushioned pews, with

air-conditioning.

Luxurious, yes, the best in carpeting.

With stained glass windows,

beauteous in design,

And color schemes most elegant, most fine.

The organist with costly instrument

Strikes notes of grandeur's

loftiest sentiment;

WTile smartly dressed the Pastor

stands to speak

Of things beyond, and
"Blessed are the Meek.”

Martyrs? Ah. if our brow is

moist with sweat.

Or a small draft comes darting, we forget

To listen closely. Or a cold may tease

And make us burst into a lusty sneeze.

Or droopy-eyed we think of yester-night

WTien we played ball or bowled

with all our might.

We suffer agonizing minutes, then

Are much relieved when Pastor says,

"AMEN.”
0

Simon C. Walburg.
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The Story of Wycliffe Bible Translators

50 YEARS OF SACRED WORD PROCESSING

When young Cameron Townsend first

went to Latin America to sell Spanish

Bibles, a veteran missionary declared:

“That skinny Townsend won't last two
months.” But this year Wycliffe Bible

Translators (WBT) and its sister organiza-

tion, the Summer Institute of Linguistics

(SIL), the groups which Townsend founded,

are celebrating their 50th year of service.

As Townsend sold Spanish Bibles in

Guatemala in 1917, he discovered that 60

percent of the people were members of

language groups who could not speak or

read Spanish. He quit selling Bibles and

began living among the Cakchiquel people.

He learned their difficult language, ana-

lyzed the intricate grammar, and translated

the New Testament.

But Townsend had a growing vision for

reaching other linguistic minority groups.
In 1934 he opened “Camp Wycliffe” in

Arkansas to train young people for transla-

tion work. Two students came. In 1935,
after a second session with five students, he
began work in Mexico. From this small be-

ginning has come the worldwide program
of linguistics and Bible translation. In the
past 50 years, over 200 New Testaments
have been completed in languages which
previously had been without a written
form.

Today linguistic work has begun in near-

ly 1,000 languages representing almost 40
countries. It is estimated that almost 3,000
of the world’s language groups still are
without the Scriptures in their own tongue.

JANUARY, 1984/23



SIL is providing the linguistic training and
carrying out the actual field work, while

Wycliffe encourages interest in the overall

task of Bible translation. Members of these

organizations number more than 5,000 and
come from 26 countries.

The "Camp Wycliffe” course has grown
into linguistic schools in Australia,

England, France, Germany, and Japan, as

well as the United States. Highly respected

by the academic and scientific communi-
ties, SIL provides linguistic training not on-

ly for its own field personnel but also for

members of other organizations and in-

terest individuals. To date, more than

20,000 people have received SIL training.

Extensive Efforts in Many Lands

Over the past 50 years, research efforts

have been conducted in cooperation with

host country government and educational

agencies. SIL linguists develop alphabets

for unwritten languages and produce dic-

tionaries and primers used to teach people

to read and write. Both Cameron Town-
send and SIL have received many honors

from several nations. In 1979, SIL received

UNESCO’s Literacy Award for outstanding

work in Papua New Guinea. In 1982. SIL

linguist Kenneth Pike was nominated for

the Nobel Peace Prize.

In addition to translating the Scriptures,

SIL encourages the development of a basic

literature collection by authoring and
translating health and nutrition materials,

agriculture booklets, folk tales, and other

materials of interest to the people it serves.

Speakers of the language are also encour-

aged to author their own materials. Hun-
dreds of minority language speakers serve

as translation associates and some also learn

other languages so they can translate them.

A holistic approach to service has been a

principle of Wycliffe. In the earliest days,

Townsend planted vegetable gardens,

taught people to read, bandaged their

wounds, and met needs wherever he could.

Today service takes on the forms of com-
munity development, transportation by
SIL airplanes, medical assistance, and bi-

lingual education.

Pioneering also has been a hallmark of

Wvcliffe and SIL. The vision itself was

pioneering. The science of linguistics was in

its infancy, the Townsend never had any
formal training in translation techniques.

The physical aspects of pioneering have

been joined by pioneering efforts in the

areas of language learning, linguistic

analysis, translation process, missionary

aviation, the use of computers, and more.

“No matter what we dream up. Uncle Cam
(Townsend) is always 10 years ahead of us,”

a co-worker once said. “His ideas always

seem crazy, or at least premature, when he

first voices them. But they work.”

The Importance of Faith

Members of WBT and SIL are convinced

that the main reason Townsend’s ideas have

worked is that he, and the organizations,

believe that God does the impossible. The
theme song of Wycliffe is:

Faith, mighty faith the promise sees

and looks to God alone.

Laughs at impossibilities

and shouts, “It shall be done!
”

To Townsend, “no” was not a negative,

just a delay or a detour. If God had prom-

ised him something, “no” could not mean
“no.” In Colombia there were seven “no's"

before the doors were opened to SIL work.

In Indonesia, there were 14. The first time

he applied to visit the USSB. he was told,

“Not this year, maybe next year.
”

"Praise

the Lord,” he said. “One ‘no’ behind us.”

With incredible singleness of mind,

Cameron Townsend kept his eyes on the

goal of giving all language groups the Scrip-

tures in their own tongue. Until the day of

his death in 1982, Townsend would say, "I

do not see how we can fail if we trust God
and follow His leadership. ‘All power is

given to me in heaven and on earth, de-

clared our Lord. ‘Go ye therefore.
"

Following Townsend's Example

For 50 years young men and women have

been following Cameron Townsend’s exam-

ple. Joanne Shetler spent 20 years translat-

ing the New Testament for the Balangao

people in the Philippines. When the work

was dedicated. Jo said: "I really believe

we’re made to give our lives to something

bigger than we are. I needed to give myself

completelv to something — something

:i viission
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more important than myself.

“Every mother feels she’d give all of her-

self, even die, for her children,” Joanne
continues. “In many ways, Bible transla-

tion is like that. You have a whole group of

people you feel are worthy of your whole
life. You give your body, strength, emotion
— for their sake and the Gospel’s. When
you give it all on Christ’s behalf, it’s easy.”

After 50 years, Wycliffe Bible Transla-

tors and the Summer Institute of Linguis-

tics remain committed to giving minority
language groups God’s Word in their own
language and to help preserve their unique
cultural identities. Members of the organi-

zations identify strongly with Caleb's com-
ment in the Old Testament: “I am as strong

today as I was in the day that Moses sent

me; as my strength was then, so my
strength is now. . .

.”

The task is huge — 200 million people
without God's Word in their own language.

But Wycliffe and SIL are leaning on God’s
strength to do their part in finishing the

job.

TRAINING AND SERVICE CORPS
Teach the Word of God or serve in technical

capacity abroad. Help young churches.

Join TASC — two year program. Candidate
semester at RBC. Language study in Mex-
ico, Middle East, or elsewhere. Field Ser-

vice Assignment follows. Prerequisites:

Mexico STS or METS (before or after Can-
didate Semester), college graduation for

teaching members of TASC (one or two
years for associate members), church en-

dorsement.
Ask for complete details

m
REFORMED BIBLE COLLEGE

1869 ROBINSON ROAD, S E
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YOUTH CAMP - PRISON CAMP
(Continued from page 22)

deport the Haitians. Checking bus stops and
other offices, we could find no trace of the

aunt.

8:00 a.m. We returned to the fort to find

all the prisoners, including our members,
waiting in line to be put on to the truck for

Haiti. The young girls were crying, and they

all looked miserable. We rushed back to the

judge, who was shocked. By telephone he

ordered someone to remove the girls, but

only the girls, and hold them at his office.

Ray and a guard went to get the girls, al-

ready on the truck, and brought them to the

judge. He questioned them and finally took

their statement, and Ray’s, that they had
birth certificates.

Before we left, the judge pressured Ray to

reappear with the documents within one
week. We returned to say farewell to the

15-vear-old boy and the elder whom we
couldn’t free. We gave them enough money
to return to the Dominican Republic quickly

and to stay out of jail in Haiti (at times

Dominican Republic deportees, having no

friends or family in Haiti, are imprisoned

there for being illegal, too!).

12:00 noon. We ate lunch with the girls

and the pastor. They told us they had been

robbed of their six pesos by the other prison-

ers. We praise the Lord for their physical

safety. They were cheered to hear about the

youth retreat. After prayer, we put them on

a bus to Barahona, and Ray and I returned

to Santo Domingo.
November 5. Julie and I hand over the

documents to the judge, as he had requested.

We pray that this chapter will make any
other problems in Azua less frantic, more
humane. ******

Dear friends, this social injustice and lack

of human rights is not a “first” for our

Haitian brothers and sisters. Be much in

prayer for them and for us, as we try to

bring social justice in Christ’s Name and
love.
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BIBLE LEAGUE EXPANDS
INDIA MINISTRY

The World Home Bible League of India,

one of that country’s primary Bible distri-

bution ministries, is expanding its outreach

deeper into the Indian subcontinent. Dr.

William A. Ackerman, International Direc-

tor of the World Home Bible League
(parent organization of the World Home
Bible League — India) announced that the

ministry has moved its Indian office from
the city of Vellore to Bombay.
A new trust called the “Bharat Bible

League,’’ which consists of Indian na-

tionals, will direct the League’s increased

Scripture distribution activities. As in the

past, the newly-reorganized agency will

continue to work closely with other major
missionary agencies in India (including

Portable Recording Ministries, Operation

Mobilization, and the India Bible Society).

Its task is to provide Bibles, New Testa-

ments, and Scripture portions to the

Bibleless people of India.

World Home Bible League plans for 1984

Scripture distribution to India, Pakistan,

Bangladesh, Burma, and Sri Lanka (all

under the supervision of the Bharat Bible

League) include: 100,000 New Testaments
in nine major Indian languages; 1,320,000

Scripture compilations and Gospels;

16,100,000 Scripture selections and special

items; 100,000 Hindi Scripture calendars;

and, 10,000 good “surplus” Bibles.

A new project called “Operation Hut-
ment” will begin in India early next year.

This project is intended to reach 200,000
homes in rural areas of the country with
special Scripture packets.

In addition to the printed materials, the
Bible League and Portable Recording
Ministries together will supply a total of
15,000 Bible-on-cassette tapes. These tapes,

representing three of India’s most widely
spoken languages, will be used primarily
among illiterate and blind people.

Since the World Home Bible League
began its ministry to India in 1950, well
over twenty-two million Scriptures have
been distributed to needy churches and in-

dividuals throughout the country. If all of
these Scriptures could be laid end-to-end, it

is estimated that they would form an un-
broken line nearly 4,000 miles long!

The goal of the World Home Bible
League is simple but challenging: to place a
Bible in every Bibleless home in the world.
The forty-six-year-old interdenominational
organization now has active Bible distribu-

tion ministries in more than seventy coun-
tries worldwide.

BIBLE PLACEMENT
IN ZIMBABWE

News from Zimbabwe — at least the

news carried by international media
systems — is often negative. Recently, how-
ever, a report from World Home Bible

League representatives in Zimbabwe con-

tained startling good news regarding the

distribution of Scriptures in that country.

“Despite the fact that the government of

Zimbabwe is pro-Marxist,” reports Francis

Grim, Jr., the director of World Home Bi-

ble League work in that country, “all

public schools still have compulsory Chris-

tian education. The government gladly ac-

cepts Bibles and even helps us place them in

classrooms throughout the country.”

Grim says that to date the World Home
Bible League has placed over 51,000 hard-

cover (NIV) Bibles throughout Zimbabwe,
and a million copies of the Gospel of Luke
and Acts in the Shona language. An addi-
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WHY THE UNITED
BIBLE SOCIETIES?

More people are asking for Bibles today than ever

before. All over the world Christians wish to have

the book that contains the basis of their faith. They

want the Holy Scriptures for their own study and

nurture, and also for use in witnessing their faith to

others. Many people of other religions, and of no
religion, seek to learn more about the Christian faith

and look to the Bible as the best source of know-

ledge. The task of the United Bible Societies is to

make the Scriptures available, in different

languages and in differing formats, to as many
people as possible. It is a task that is ever-growing.

The first Bible Society was founded in 1804. The
United Bible Societies (UBS) was formed in 1946.

Thus decades of experience in Bible translation,

production and distribution lie behind the work of

the UBS today. The Bible Societies combine a high

standard of expertise in all three areas with a

commitment to meet the needs of local Christians

and churches. The UBS priority is to reach the great-

est number of people with the Word of Cod.

P
people in the Bible Societies

all over the world
bring to their own people

and to people everywhere
the good Word of Cod
and the Good News of His Son, Jesus Christ.

It is the mission of the Bible Societies

to help the churches in their work
throughout the world.

Today by the grace of God that work goes on
more extensively than before.

The Bible Societies also help one another

through the good offices of

the United Bible Societies.

The Spirit of Cod gives life to the Word of Cod.

The people who publish the Word of Cod
have but one purpose:

to bring that life to people everywhere.

So it is. and so it will be,

the grace of God working mightily

in the hearts of people across the globe.

SCRIPTURE
TRANSLATION

Many Christians take for granted the fact that they

have a Bible at home that they can easily read and
understand. Yet for millions of people around the

world such a Bible is still only a dream. They have
to read Cod s Word in a foreign language, and not

in their own mother tongue. Through sponsorship

of translations and assistance to translators the

United Bible Societies is making the Scriptures more
accessible to people of different nations and differ-

ent cultures.

In 562 different languages there are Scripture trans-

lation projects under way that receive technical help

and advice from the UBS s highly-qualified team of

translation consultants. Many of these projects also

receive direct financial support from the Bible

Societies.

In over 65 per cent of these languages a part of the

Bible is being translated for the very first time, in

many of the rest, where older Bible versions already

exist, new translations are being prepared in clear

up-to-date language that is easily understandable to

modern readers.

The UBS is involved in Scripture translations

throughout the world:

Africa 253 languages Asia Pacific: 250 languages

Americas. 33 languages Europe: 26 languages

Worldwide Total: 562 languages

Bible

translation

is a task

that requires

scholarship

and
dedication.

T"he Christian church has always gone to its

missionary task with a book in its hand. This

book is an indispensable part of its equipment.

We refer, of course, to the Bible. This is the record

of God's redeeming deeds in Christ, the story of

Cod s loving action on behalf of mankind.
Christians believe that every individual who can

read should have this story, put into his hands in a

form that he can understand and in such a way
that he can make an intelligent response to the

message it contains.

This is a task colossal in size and technically diffi-

cult to achieve. The highest standards of

scholarship, the best organization, the closest

cooperation are called for in the translation and
dissemination of the Holy Scriptures.

Hence the existence of the United Bible Societies.

The Rt Rev.

and Rt. Hon.

the Lord Coggan .

Honorary
President

of the United

Bible Societies.

SCRIPTURE
PRODUCTION

Scriptures in a wide variety of formats are produced
to suit all audiences - modern language Bibles for

Christians and church members, Creek and Hebrew
editions for theologians, leaflets with specially-

chosen biblical passages for use in evangelism,

texts in simple language for those just learning to

read, cassette Scriptures for the illiterate, and Braille

versions for the blind.



AFRICA
In Africa the Christian church shows its fastest growth Scripture

translation is vitally important as new Christians seek to read Cod's Word
in their own language In many places Bible Society work goes on against a

background of economic and political difficulty.

AFRICA

EUROPE

THE UNITED BIBLE SOCIETIES-OPENING GOD S WORD FOR ALL
The Bible Societies share the common aim

of making God's Word available to all God's people,

whoever and wherever they may be.

The United Bible Societies (UBS) was formed
in 1946 to coordinate the worldwide work
of Bible translation, production and distribution.

Today the UBS has 70 member Bible Societies,

a further 30 national offices, and is working
in more than 180 countries and territories.

EUROPE
In Western Europe, up-to-date translations win new audiences, breaking

through the barriers of complacency. In Southern Europe. Scriptures appeal

to both the modern and the traditional. In Eastern Europe the churches

receive help to import or print the Scriptures they need

AMERICAS
In the Americas the importance of the Bible is being rediscovered by nominal

Christians, and there is a fresh impact of biblical understanding on social

and political issues. Scriptures in a variety of formats are reaching

people in all walks of life

THE AMERICAS
Member Societies

American Bible Society
Argentine Bible Society
Bible Society in Bolivia
Bible Society of Brazil

Canadian Bible Society
Bible Society of Chile
Colombian Bible Society
Bible Society

of the Dominican Republic
Ecuadorean Bible Society
Bible Society in El Salvador
Bible Society in Honduras
Bible Society of Mexico
Peruvian Bible Society
Bible Society of Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands

Bible Society of Uruguay
Bible Society of Venezuela
Bible Society of the West Indies

National Offices

Bible Society in Costa Rica
Bible Society in the East Caribbean
Bible Society in Guatemala
Haitian Bible Society
Bible Society

in the Netherlands Antilles
Bible Society in Nicaragua
Bible Society in Panama
Paraguayan Bible Society
Suriname Bible Society

ASIA PACIFIC
In Asia Pacific, small Christian minorities witness to their faith through

the spreading of God's Word There is much Bible translation work aimed at

reaching the huge populations of Asia, and work has to be sensitively

planned in areas where non-Christians are the majority

Member Societies

Bible Society of Cameroon
Bible Society of Ethiopia

Bible Society of Ghana
Bible Society of Kenya
Malagasy Bible Society
Bible Society of Malawi
Bible Society in Mauritius
Bible Society of Nigeria

Bible Society of South Africa

Bible Society of Tanzania
Bible Society of Uganda
Bible Society of Zaire
Bible Society of Zambia
Bible Society in Zimbabwe

National Offices

Bible Society in Angola
Bible Society in Burundi
Bible Society

in the Central African Republic
Bible Society in Ivory Coast
Bible Society in Liberia

Bible Society in Mozambique
Bible Society in Rwanda
Bible Society in Sierra Leone
Bible Society in Sudan
Bible Society in Togo

Member Societies

Austrian Bible Society
Belgian Bible Society

British and Foreign Bible Society
Danish Bible Society

Bible Society of Egypt
Finnish Bible Society

French Bible Society

Bible Societies in the
German Democratic Republic

Bible Society in the
Federal Republic of Germany

Hungarian Bible Council

Icelandic Bible Society

Bible Society in Ireland

Bible Society in Italy

Bible Society in Lebanon
Bible Society in Malta
Netherlands Bible Society

Norwegian Bible Society

Bible Society in Portugal
National Bible Society of Scotland
Swedish Bible Society

Swiss Bible Society

National Offices
Bible Society in Cyprus
Czech Bible Work
Bible Society in Greece
Bible Society in Israel

Bible Society in North Africa

Bible Society in Poland
Bible Society in Spain
Bible Society in Turkey
Bible Society in Yugoslavia

ASIA PACIFIC

Member Societies

Bible Society in Australia

Bangladesh Bible Society

Bible Society of Burma
Ceylon Bible Society

Bible Society

in the Republic of China
Hong Kong Bible Society
Bible Society of India

Indonesian Bible Society

Iranian Bible Society

Japan Bible Society

Korean Bible Society

Bible Society in New Zealand
Pakistan Bible Society

Bible Society

of Papua New Guinea
Philippine Bible Society

Bible Society of Singapore,

Malaysia and Brunei
Bible Society in Thailand
Bible Society in Viet-Nam

National Offices

Bible Society in Micronesia
Bible Society in the South Pacific



SCRIPTURE
DISTRIBUTION

In 1984 the member Bible Societies of the UBS
distributed worldwide

12,077,852 Bibles

1 3,24 1 ,007 New Testaments

39,339,748 Scripture portions (single biblical books}

451 ,960,562 Scripture selections

(short Bible passages in booklet or leafletform

I

In most countries these publications were either

sold at subsidized prices or given free of charge.

By land, sea and air the Scriptures are taken to those who
need them.

Whenever anyone sets to work with the aim
of sharing and spreading the Bible, the limi-

tations under which this work takes place

become evident immediately and everywhere. It

takes more than courage and determination not

to give up. It takes plain obedience to Cod s

command which commissions human beings to

share His Word. It takes the hope that goes with

it, and it takes love and compassion for all who
are not meant to be without this Word.
Bible Society people, like all other faithful

Christian workers who have accepted the call

and who are set to respond with all that is within

their power, live between the numbing recogni-

tion of the obstacles they have to face, and the

triumphant boldness with which they refuse to

accept these limitations as the last word.



HOW THE UBS
IS FINANCED

Each Bible Society has an income from Scripture

sales and from donations, but in many cases this

does not cover the society's own costs. Scriptures

are sold at prices that the local population can

afford, and this often means that the books have to

be heavily subsidized.

The Bible Societies pool their resources in order to

help finance Bible work in those countries where
expenditure is higher than income. This pool of

funds is called the World Service Budget . In 1984
the World Service Budget amounted to

US $ 27,324,749 and was in addition to what self-

supporting societies spent on their own national

operations.

The 1984 World Service Budget was spent as follows:

® Scripture distribution and operating costs in the

four UBS regions: us$
a) Africa 6,738,064

b) Americas 7,741,434

c) Asia Pacific 5,978,484

d) Europe 2,767.865

® Global services to the Bible Societies 650,408
® Scripture translation 3,448.494

TOTAL 27,324,749

The continuance of this work depends on gifts from
people who love the Bible and want to help share

God s Word with others.

Young people

around
the world receive

Cod s Word.



YOUNG PEOPLE -

THE CHALLENGE
OF THE FUTURE

Young people make up 45 per cent of the world's

population. In many developing countries those

under 20 account for 50 to 60 per cent of the popu-
lation. And the number of young people is rapidly

increasing - especially in Africa, Asia and Latin

America.

Reaching this growing number of young people

with the Word of God is an enormous challenge,

but it is a challenge that must be faced. Thus the

United Bible Societies begins in May 1986 a global

campaign aimed at children and young people.

Bible Societies are planning new Scripture editions

for children, teenagers, students, or young adults.

New ways of appealing to the young are being

explored and tried out, The challenge is big, but it is

exciting - God s Word for young people, for their

salvation and in the hope of a better world.

United Bible Societies

P.O. Box 81 03 40
7000 Stuttgart 80
Federal Republic

of Germany
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i he Bicentennial ofModem Missions— Part VII

THE BIBLE AND MISSIONS
William Carey’s Pervasive Principle

Serampore Covenant, Article IX

Roger S. Greenway

The translation, distribution, and explana-

tion of the Bible has been, and still is, the

primary and most characteristic element of

Protestant missionary methodology.

This practice dates back to the 16th century

and the early spread of Protestantism in

Europe, to Dutch missions in Asia during the

17th and 18th century, to missions among na-

tive Americans during the colonial period in

the U.S.A., to Moravian missions, and to Wil-

liam Carey and his colleagues in India. It is ex-

pressed in the ninth article of the Serampore

Covenant:

It becomes us to labor with all our might

in forwarding translations of the sacred

Scriptures in the languages of India As
God has qualified us to learn these lan-

guages we consider it our bounden duty to

apply ourselves with unwearied assiduity

in acquiring them.

We consider the publication of the divine

Word throughout India as an object which

we ought never to give up till ac-

complished, looking to the Fountain of all

knowledge and strength to qualify us for

this great work, and to carry us through it

to the praise of His Holy Name.
The Covenant goes on to say that every ef-

fort should be extended not only to learn the

languages and translate the Scriptures but also

to distribute the Bible and explain its meaning

at every opportunity.

Wrote Carey: “Considering how much the

general diffusion of the knowledge of Christ

depends upon a broad and continual distribu-

tion of the Word and of religious tracts all over

the country, we should keep this continually in

mind, and be on the watch for all opportunities

of putting even single tracts into the hands of

those persons with whom we occasionally

meet.”

Christian Day Schools

Carey and his colleagues also established

day schools for Indian children. There were no

tuition fees to the parents of children enrolled

in these schools, because the maintenance of

the schools was considered important to the

mission strategy. In these schools, Indian

children learned to read and they were intro-

duced to the Bible and its teaching.

According to the Serampore Covenant, the

goal of the mission schools was to “increase the

body of holy light in these dark regions ‘as

bread cast upon the waters to be seen after

many days.’”

General education was regarded as part of

the process of “preparing the Hindus for cast-

ing their idols to the moles and the bats, and

for becoming a part of the chosen generation,

the royal priesthood, the holy nation.”

A Distinctively Protestant Approach
In contrast to Roman Catholic missionaries

who with few exceptions have kept the Bible

away from people they seek to Christianize,

Protestant missionaries consistently place

high priority on getting the Bible to the people.

This approach flows from the Protestant

Reformation with its rediscovery of the impor-

tance of the Bible and its power to convert and

influence people’s lives.

Protestant commitment to making the Bible

available to one and all means that mis-

sionaries have much to do when they initiate

work among people that have neither the Bible

nor a written language. They have to begin by

reducing the spoken language to writing, then

translate the Scriptures into that language and

publish the translation, then teach as many
people as possible how to read, and finally ex-

plain the Scriptures and train local teachers.

Spending the major portion of his mission-

ary life doing these very things, William Carey
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set a precedent that Protestants have followed

ever since. Today, the Wycliffe Bible Trans-

lators, the Gideons, the Bible League, and a

host of other mission organizations specialize

in Bible translation and distribution. They are

expressions of the pervasive Protestant belief

that one of the best ways to spread the gospel

is to let people read God’s Word.

Basic Assumptions
Behind the Practice

Behind the common Protestant practice of

distributing the Scriptures is the assumption

that the Bible itself is divinely inspired mis-

sionary literature. The Bible is the self-revela-

tion of the one and only God who sent his Son

to seek and to save the lost and who sent his

Spirit to empower believers for worldwide wit-

ness.

As the written revelation of this Missionary

God, the Bible from start to finish is a mission-

ary book revealing the only saving message of

reconciliation with God through faith in Jesus

Christ. This makes the Bible a primary weapon
in the missionary arsenal. God speaks in and

through this book. Let its contents become
known among a people, and there will be

results!

Long before Pentecost, Jews used their

Bible as an instrument of witness to the one
true God among Gentile peoples. Many
Diaspora Jews told their Gentile neighbors

about their faith and their book, the Bible. The
Septuagint translation of the Old Testament

into Greek was used not only for the instruc-

tion ofJews whose heart language had become
Greek, but also for witnessing to pagan Gen-
tiles.

The New Testament is missionary from
beginning to end. The four Gospel accounts

served in the first century as extended mission-

ary “tracts.” The Acts of the Apostles high-

lights evangelism in the power of the Holy
Spirit, the missionaryjourneys of Paul, and the

expansion of the early church through mission

endeavor.

The epistles are written by missionaries to

young churches and recent converts. The last

book presents the glorious vision of the ul-

timate result of missions, the heavenly gather-

ing of the redeemed, the fruit of missionary

efforts among all nations, tribes, and lan-

guages, praising the Lord forever and ever.

Given the nature of the New Testament

literature and the context in which it was writ-

ten, it is hardly conceivable that scholars can

discuss the contents of the New Testament and

ignore its pervasive missionary character. One
wonders, too, how preachers can deliver ser-

mons based on the New Testament and not see

“missions” in every page.

Practical Observations

1. Any missionary endeavor that does not

place heavy emphasis on the Bible, its transla-

tion, distribution, and teaching, is not going to

be fruitful. How many Bibles are distributed

and how much Bible is taught directly deter-

mine how effective a mission enterprise

probably is.

2. Churches located in nations and com-
munities where Bibles are scarce, are extreme-

ly vulnerable to false teaching and practices.

The Bible instructs and corrects God’s people,

and without the continual influence of the

Bible on their lives, things go wrong. As Paul

wrote, the Bible’s purposes are to teach,

rebuke, correct, and train in righteousness (II

Timothy 3:16).

Wherever Christianity succeeds in spread-

ing, but Bibles are few and far between, wrong
teachings and practices multiply. In Latin

America, the Roman Catholic Church kept

the Bible away from the people 400 years. Con-
sequently, a form of Christianity arose that for

the vast majority of people did not proclaim

the saving gospel of Jesus Christ. It is not

surprising, therefore, that the most common
method of Protestant evangelism in Latin

America involves the distribution of the Bible.

Wherever the Bible is taken seriously, it

produces a new and revitalized Christian faith.

3. In places such a mainland China, where

Christianity is suppressed by government
authorities and is nevertheless spreading

among the people, it is extremely important

that Scriptures somehow be supplied. If risks

are required to get Bibles in, the risks must be

taken. It is a matter of “Caesar” versus the

Lord.

Satan knows how important and powerful

the Bible is. One of the first things Satan does
wherever he gains control is to get rid of Bibles.

Satan despises Bible-reading, Bible-believing,

and Bible-shaped people! Satan can tolerate

churches so long as the Bible plays no major
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role in their life and teaching.

The Bible may come to people in the normal

printed form, or be dictated slowly over radio

so that people can write it down, or be heard

by cassette recording. In whatever form it

comes, the Bible must be conveyed to the

people so that they can be instructed and
shaped by its teaching.

4. Bible translation and literacy instruction

are the most fundamental aspects of the whole

missionary endeavor. For people gifted in lan-

guages, as William Carey was, and willing to

commit years of their lives to mastering dif-

ficult languages so that others may have God’s

Word for the first time, we have the deepest

respect. More of them are needed, and they

should come from churches in Asia, Africa,

and Latin America as well as from the West.

God intends that people read, and he puts

his Word in writing. The Bible is missionary

literature and a powerful tool. When tribe

after tribe and people after people hear God’s

Word in the language they know best, they turn

to the Lord and become part of his church.

5. Bible teaching is too unevenly spread

around the world. One of the great mission

challenges is to send men and women trained

in Bible school and seminary to teach God’s
hungry people.

Some parts of the world have a super-abun-

dance of Bible teachers and preachers, while

other places are critically under-supplied.

Western Christians enjoy one new Bible ver-

sion after another, while millions have no Bible

at all. The imbalance must be rectified.

Were William Carey alive today, he would

plead for Bible translators, publishers, and

teachers to make God’s word available in all

languages of the earth. The need never has

been greater.

A MISSIONARY MONTHLY
subscription is an appropriate gift for

Birthday, Anniversary, or Christmas
— or as an expression of appreciation

to a friend or Christian worker.

Gift card sent on request. Contact

Subscription Office — see page 2.

REPORT ON FUNDS
During the summer months, we were

pleased to receive numerous gifts for Mis-

sionary Monthly funds, revealing that our

readers are not “on vacation” from mission

interest at that time of the year!

With thanks to God and to the con-

tributors, we acknowledge the following

givers and their gifts:

PUBLICATION FUND

Mr.-Mrs. James Beuving, Escalon CA . $ 6.00

Cornelia D. Eckley, Bishopville, SC . . .

Mr.-Mrs. Eno Howerzyl,

. 45.00

Grand Rapids MI
Rev.-Mrs. Kenneth R. Slager,

50.00

Kalamazoo MI . 100.00

Rev.-Mrs. J. Robert Steegstra,

Grand Rapids MI
Rev.-Mrs. William Stob,

25.00

Narita Shi, Japan . 200.00

Elizabeth Van Der Have, Belhaven NC .

Mr.-Mrs. Abram Van Lenten,

50.00

Lancaster PA 50.00

Mrs. H. Voetberg, Caledonia MI .... 36.00

Total . $562.00

SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Mary W. Moss, Kentwood MI . $100.00

Elizabeth Van Der Have. Belhaven NC .

Mr.-Mrs. Abram Van Lenten,

. 50.00

Lancaster PA . 50.00

Total . $200.00

Your continued interest in these funds is

requested. Kindly send contributions to

the address shown on page 2.

Gratefully yours in Christ.

Donna M. Hamstra,

Subscription Secretary

Please remember the

MISSIONARY MONTHLY

PUBLICATION FUND and
STUDENT FUND

with your gifts

(all are tax deductible)
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Prom the Reformation to the Present Day

About the beginning of the eighteenth century, two events may be

recorded as prophetic of that immense missionary expansion which was

to mark the Protestant world in the next century
;
one was the forma-

tion of the Moravian Brotherhood under Count von Zinzendorf at

Herrnhut in 1722, the other was the foundation in England of two

closely related societies—the Society for Promoting Christian Know-

ledge (1698) and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

Foreign Parts (1701). The Moravian Brotherhood was heir and

successor to the Bohemian Brethren who had suffered persecution or

lived under precarious toleration since the middle of the fifteenth

century. Herrnhut was a focal point in the Pietist Movement which

began, in the later part of the seventeenth century, to make headway

against the formalism into which Protestantism had fallen in the course

of its struggle for survival. The Moravians were a close-knit missionary

brotherhood, destined to have a decisive influence on John Wesley and

thus to affect the Evangelical Revival in England. Under their influence

von Canstein founded his Bible Institution in Halle in 1 7 1 oand Callenberg

set up his Institutum Judaicum in the same city in 1728 : both were vitally

interested in the provision of Christian literature for Jews and Muslims. 1

The two English societies were closely connected with one another.

The S.P.C.K. formulated its aims as ‘to promote and encourage the

erection of charity schools in all parts of England and Wales; to dis-

perse, both at home and abroad, Bibles and tracts of religion; and in

general to advance the honour of God and the good of mankind, by

promoting Christian knowledge both at home and in other parts of

the world by the best methods that should offer’. The S.P.G. was

formed to assist in the missionary work initiated by the S.P.C.K. by

providing ministrations for British people overseas and by seeking to

evangelize the non-Christian races of the world. Both societies were

confined tp members of the Church of England, and in their close

fellowship we see clearly the pattern of the missionary work of the

future: the provision both of Bibles and of missionaries for the en-

larging witness of the Church overseas and at home. Yet it was to be

another hundred years before the spiritual life of the Churches, whether

in Britain or on the continent of Europe, would be strong enough to

support a systematic missionary effort which would affect the life of the

world.
x

Cf. above, p. 340.
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The Bible and the Missionary

The decisive element, lacking up till then, was supplied by the

Evangelical Revival. This was nothing less than a rediscovery of the

sources of spiritual power through a return to biblical faith and piety.

Some of the leaders were men such as John Fletcher, Henry Venn,
William Romaine and John Newton, who remained within the Church
ofEngland in spite of the doubtful hospitality extended to them by their

Church. Others, such as the Wesley brothers, were in the end com-
pelled to form their own ecclesiastical organization. All, however,

were men whose whole religious life had been transformed by a fresh

study of the Bible and who bent their energies to persuading people

not only of the truth of the Gospel but of the necessity of nourishing

their lives at the sources of the Gospel in Scripture. It was out of this

movement, which none could doubt was a movement of the Spirit,

that there came that fresh conviction of the universality of the Gospel

which was to make the nineteenth century so notable a landmark in the

expansion of Christianity. The fact that the new spirituality had been

so closely connected with the recovery of biblical truth meant that the

Bible moved into the centre of faith and practice again in a way which
ensured that it would be at the very heart of the new movement when
it came.

The implications of the new evangelical grasp on biblical truth were
not, however, generally accepted by the leaders of the various denomi-

nations with ease or speed. The inroads of an arid Calvinism had gone
too deep. When William Carey made his passionate plea for the

formation of the Baptist Missionary Society, he was met at first with

the rebuke, ‘Sit down, young man; when God wishes to convert the

heathen, He will do it without your help!’ Nonetheless, the enter-

prise was launched, and Carey sailed for India in 1793, there to under-

take a work which still shocks us into incredulity by its scope and

variety, above all in the field of Scripture translation.

At the turn of the century all the major British missionary societies

came into existence in rapid succession: the London Missionary

Society (the only interdenominational venture of its kind) in 1795, the

Church Missionary Society in 1799, the Methodist Missionary Society

in 1813 and, as handmaid to them all, the British and Foreign Bible

Society in 1804, growing directly out of the Religious Tract Society

(1799) and having as its sole aim the production and distribution of the

Scriptures in the languages of the world. Thus, in a matter of two
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From the Reformation to the Present Day

decades and while England was in the throes of one of the major crises

of her history in the Napoleonic Wars, the pattern of the modern

missionary movement was laid down—a group of determined men in

charge of missionary recruitment, finance and propaganda, together

with equally determined men dedicated to the task of supplying the

Church with the basic necessity of its work, the Holy Bible in the

vernacular. From then onwards the two enterprises marched together,

mutually dependent and drawing strength from the same source.

THE BIBLE SOCIETIES

The foundation of the British and Foreign Bible Society at a meeting

in the London Tavern, Bishopsgate, on 7 March 1804, was more than

the beginning of a national institution: it was the birth of a world-wide

movement of Bible translation, printing and distribution which was

destined to draw into its orbit men and women of many different

nations and languages and of most, if not all, Christian traditions. The

origins of the Society lay, it is true, in a religious revival which had

affected Great Britain more directly than other nations and, in particu-

lar, in the challenge of a very practical and localized need; yet, in the

very act of meeting that need, the founders of the Society had their eyes

already on the wider need of the world. Moreover, personal contacts

between the leaders of the Evangelical Revival in this country and the

leaders of the Pietist movement on the Continent meant that there were

potential allies already available as soon as the design of a Bible Society

had taken shape. The truth of this situation has always been dramatic-

f .
ally symbolized in the story of the first move towards the launching of

the Society. The Rev. Thomas Charles was a notable figure in the

Evangelical Revival in Wales and one to whom, more perhaps than to

any other single person, the rising passion for education in the Princi-

pality owed both its stimulus and its satisfaction. When he journeyed to

London in the winter of 1802, it was to lay before the committee of the

Religious Tract Society the desperate need of Wales for Bibles in the

Welsh language—a need which the S.P.C.K. was unable to meet.

The demand, as he reported it, was clearly beyond the capacity of the

Religious Tract Society also, but in the course of die discussion a

question was raised which was to be the charter of the Bible Society

movement. For when the Rev. Joseph Hughes suggested that ‘a
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society might be formed for the purpose—and if for Wales, why not
for the Kingdom; why not for the whole world?’ he provided the spark
of imagination needed to set something new in motion. Fifteen months
later, with the support of that influential group of wealthy laymen who
had already earned the name of ‘the Clapham Sect’ and which included

such men as William Wilberforce, Lord Teignmouth, Charles Grant
and Zachary Macaulay, the British and Foreign Bible Society was
formed ‘for the wider distribution of the Scriptures, without note or

comment’. In its title, if not in the modest description of its aims, the

new Society declared its concern for the whole world—a concern
which found expression a few months later in the publication of the

Gospel of St John in the language of the Mohawk Indians. In its

constitution—which has remained without substantial change—the

Society also gave pledges to the future, for it was thoroughly inter-

denominational, governed by a committee consisting of fifteen

Anglican and fifteen Free Church laymen, together with six repre-

sentatives of foreign (that is, European) Churches.

It was the emphasis on the central place of the layman in the new
project which probably accounted for the phrase attached to the aim
of the Society which stipulated that the Bibles must be produced
‘without note or comment’. Previous generations had seen enough
Bibles, put out both by Roman Catholic and Protestant authorities,

with tendentious notes in them, and memories of the theological con-
troversies of the seventeenth century were still green. The new
Society did not wish to get involved in such discussions: its sole

concern was that men should have access to the sources of Christian

faith in the Bible, rather than to any one interpretation of the Gospel
itself. Interpretation has always been regarded as the duty of the

Churches; the Society is concerned with the provision of Scriptures.

Thus, what to us might well seem to be a restrictive clause, shutting

out the possibility of helpful notes on the meaning of texts and words,

was in origin both a necessary condition of wide, interdenominational

co-operation and a charter of freedom from theological controversy.

The success of the movement was immediate and remarkable. In

England, Wales, Ireland and Scotland local groups, known as ‘Auxili-

aries’ of the parent Society, grew up, each pledged to do all that it

could to distribute the Bible in its locality and to raise funds for the

national enterprise. The cause was such that all denominations felt able
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to support it (although there were those who looked askance at a body

which deliberately and tenaciously insisted on the equal part played in

its work by the Church of England and the Nonconformist bodies).

Representatives of the Society toured Europe—even before the battle

of Waterloo brought the war to an end—seeking support wherever

they could find it. Thus, as early as May 1804 a German Bible Society

was formed in Niirnberg, although it had to move to Basle two years

later on the renewal of hostilities between France and the Allies—

a

move which served to stimulate Bible Society activity in Switzerland.

Two Scottish missionaries, Paterson and Henderson, on their way to

the Far East, were held up in the Netherlands and Denmark, where

they were able to start Bible societies which still flourish. Later,

Paterson got through to Russia and, through the good offices of Prince

Galitzin, persuaded the Tsar to sanction the formation of the Russian

Bible Society in 1812 and to give it his patronage—although this

Society was disbanded fourteen years later. In France, after the end of

the war, a young Catholic took the initiative in starting Bible distri-

bution, his books being supplied by the London Society; while in

Greece the authorities of the Orthodox Church at first welcomed the

movement wholeheartedly and gave their full support to representatives

of the British Society. In the western hemisphere, Bible societies grew

up in Philadelphia, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey and New
York, so that by 1814 there were already sixty-nine such organizations

in existence, and in 1816, when the American Bible Society was formed,

it had already established bases in more than one hundred cities and

states. Thus in ten or twelve years a network of agencies was set up

sharing with the parent Society in London both responsibility and

enthusiasm for the work.

For the most part these agencies concentrated their efforts on the

distribution of the Scriptures in their own countries, where indeed the

need was urgent; but the lands which had growing colonial responsi-

bilities were soon involved in a programme of production in foreign

languages. This was true of the Netherlands, as might be expected of a

maritime nation, and of America: it was above all true of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, with its centre in London at the heart of a

growing empire.

The hope of avoiding controversy by excluding ‘note or comment’
from the publications of the Society was justified, but storms gathered
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round another matter during the 1820’s and finally broke in the great

‘Apocrypha Controversy’ which rocked the organization for five years.

Ever since the Reformation the status of the apocryphal books included

in the Vulgate (in spite of St Jerome’s protests) had been questioned or

bitterly contested in Protestantism, and the most determined opponents

of any recognition of the Apocrypha as ‘Scripture’ were the followers

of John Calvin. When the Bible Society came into existence it accepted

the fact that there was a difference of practice on this matter and

continued to include the Apocrypha in its editions for countries where

it was the custom of the churches to use these books. Thus, continental

editions destined for Lutheran countries, and Greek editions for the

Eastern Orthodox lands and copies of the Authorized Version for

English use contained the Apocrypha. (Even the famous ‘Mary Jones

Bible’ on view at Bible House in London shows her signature on a

free half-page at the end of the Welsh translation of Maccabees !)
But

the Scottish Auxiliaries took strong exception to this practice : did not

the Westminster Confession say in round terms that ‘the books

commonly called Apocrypha, not being of divine inspiration, are no

part of the canon of the Scripture; and therefore are of no authority in

the Church of God, nor to be any otherwise approved, or made use of,

than other human writings’? So the battle was set and at the end of a

long engagement the Society was prohibited from publishing the

Apocrypha or aiding any other society in the publication of Bibles

containing the offending books (1826). This, however, did not prevent

the Scottish Auxiliaries from forming their own National Bible Society

of Scotland; a decision which resulted in the cause receiving greater

support in Scotland than would have been forthcoming had London

remained the exclusive centre of British Bible Society work.

Another argument which ended in secession concerned the appli-

cation of theological tests to workers in the Bible Society. There were

those who held that nobody should be employed on such work except

those who could profess Trinitarian belief. The main body of the

Society, however, remained of the opinion that anybody who was

willing to give honest support to the central aims of the Bible distri-

bution should be used and encouraged. The minority seceded and in

1831 formed the Trinitarian Bible Society.

In spite of these storms of contrary opinion, the work grew steadily

throughout the nineteenth century, so that when the Society celebrated
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its centenary in 1904 it found itself the centre of a vast system of

subsidiary organizations spread throughout the British Empire and

outside it, either definite auxiliaries of the parent Society or independent

national bodies still looking to London for supplies; and in contact

with (sometimes in friendly rivalry with) other great ‘ missionary

Bible societies, such as those centred on New York, Amsterdam or

Edinburgh. As the Christian Churches pushed steadily on with the

task of evangelization, the burden on the societies grew and the possi-

bilities of conflict over general policy in places where more than one

such agency was at work became acute. Thus, in South America both

the British and Foreign Bible Society and the American Bible Society

had large undertakings in the distribution of Scriptures in Spanish,

Portuguese and some of the South American Indian languages; in

China, again, both of these Societies and the Scottish Society were at

work; in Indonesia, the Netherlands Bible Society, the British and

Foreign Bible Society and the National Bible Society of Scotland all

had considerable commitments, while a similar situation obtained in

the Near East where the principal agencies were those of Britain and

America. The independent expansion of societies with identical aims

clearly must lead to confusion and wastage, and in the past fifty years

two developments in policy have been carried out, each designed to

avoid overlapping and to foster common planning. The first was the

formation of joint agencies in which two or more Bible societies pooled

their resources in the field and took agreed shares in the production

programmes involved; and the second was the formation, after the

Second World War, of ‘The United Bible Societies’ as a permanent

means of common counsel and planning between the chief executive

officers of the Bible societies. The former step has frequently been

followed by the development of a ‘National Bible Society’ (as, for

example, in India, Korea, or Brazil), still dependent on the pioneer

societies for support but seeking to enlist the co-operation of nationals

of the country concerned in meeting their own needs. The second was

an important development both within the Bible societies and in relation

to world missionary strategy, for it reproduced on a world scale the

relationship between churches and Bible societies already proved to be

fruitful nationally: alongside the World Council of Churches (now

including within its organization the International Missionary Council)

there is a world organization of Bible societies, independent in structure
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but in close co-operation with the official international organ of the

churches. 1

One other development calls for mention: the part played in the

total enterprise by the British Dominions has so much increased in the

last fifty years that today the contribution both in money, book pro-

duction and distribution of Scriptures by the Bible Society in Canada,

South Africa, Australia and New Zealand is valued at approximately

a quarter of the total budget of over a million pounds annually.

THE BIBLE SOCIETIES AND THE MISSIONARY

From the beginning there was the closest possible co-operation between

missionaries in the field and the Bible societies. This relationship

became the closer as these societies developed the policy of planting

agents in Africa or in the Far East so that they might be in continuous

and direct touch with the needs of the expanding Church, but it was

always a necessary relationship. At the time of the formation of the

British and Foreign Bible Society, for instance, William Carey and his

companions (chief among whom were Marshman and Ward) were

already established in Serampore, though excluded from the rest of

India by the opposition of the East India Company. The Bible Society

immediately established contact with them and gave assistance in two

ways—by contributing generously towards their expenses (to a total

of £27,230) and by publishing the results of their labours. That these

were extensive is shown by the startling fact that, before Carey’s death

in 1834, he and his colleagues had translated some part of the Scriptures

into no less than thirty-four Asiatic languages. Again, when Robert

Morrison went to China in 1 807 (as a servant ofthe East India Company,

since China was closed to western missionaries) and began the dangerous

and laborious task of putting the Bible into Chinese, he could rely on

the sympathy and ready help of the Bible Society, with which he was in

constant touch throughout his astonishing enterprise. Meanwhile,

Henry Martyn had gone to Calcutta and begun work on what is still

the basic text of the New Testament in Persian (completed in 1815)

besides doing valuable studies in Hindustani and Arabic. Adoniram

Judson added to his efforts as a pioneer missionary in Burma the

immense task of translating the Bible into Burmese (1835). John

Williams visited the Pacific Islands and put portions of the Scriptures
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into Raratongan (1828). All the great missionary pioneers were able

to rely on the vivid interest and support of the societies of which the

British and Foreign Bible Society was the first.

6>

THREE PHASES OF TRANSLATION WORK
Three phases may be distinguished in the story of Bible translation in

which the Bible societies have worked closely with missionaries in

various fields. The first and most obvious was the putting of the

Scriptures into languages which had a written form and in which there

was already a considerable literature, such as those of India, China,

Burma, Korea ^nd Japan. Each such venture is a story in itself and in

most instances the translation preceded the opening of the country to

organized missionary work. China remained closed to missionaries

until the middle of the nineteenth century, but Robert Morrison’s

translation of the New Testament was ready by 1814. Japan'did not

open her doors to the West until 1853, yet pioneer translations into

Japanese had been made as early as 1837 (St Francis Xavier is said

to have translated selections during his visit to the country, 1549-51,

and the Jesuits to have had a complete New Testament before 1613.

These Catholic translations perished, however, when missionaries were

expelled from Japan in the middle of the seventeenth century). Korea

remained sealed off from the West until 1882, but two Gospels were

translated into Korean some years before that. Indeed, so important did

missionaries deem the impact of the written Word that copies of the

Scriptures actually preceded them into forbidden territory. Thus, when

at last western missionaries were admitted to Korea they found a

considerable number of Christians in Seoul, awaitfng baptism, who
had been converted by copies of Gospels smuggled in across the

Manchurian border. More recently the same method has been adopted

in Tibet where the whole of the first edition of a Bible which had taken

almost a hundred years to prepare and which was published in 1948 has

been distributed, in spite of the fact that missionaries are not allowed

into the country; and there is some evidence that copies have found

their way into lamaseries and are being studied by the monks.

The second phase of translation work opened with the exploration

of the interior of Africa and the beginning of the vast missionary

activity which has absorbed thousands of lives in that immense conti-
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nent. This brought men up against the problem of the unwritten fy) A 1

language and the quest for words in which to express the Christian

Gospel in tongues which might be very poor in abstract nouns. A man
might have to search for years before he found the right term for even

the simplest and most fundamental of Christian concepts. The names

connected with this daunting enterprise are legion

—

Livingstone,

Stanley, Mackay, Moffat, Steere, Crowther, to name only a few—and

the work is still going on. With a sure instinct such men felt that until

they had got the Bible into the language of the people among whom
they were working, there could be no stability for the Christian Church
which they were trying to build, and until their people had a literature

they themselves would never truly be a people. So, wherever the

Christian Gospel was carried, there men set to work to make the

Scriptures available and to teach the people to read. Not for nothing

were Mackay’s converts in Uganda known as ‘Readers’.

The problems involved in this phase of the work were—and still

are—most formidable. What, for instance, was to be done about an

alphabet where none existed? Some of the early pioneers invented

a system of signs for this purpose. James Evans, working among tire

Cree Indians of North America, made a special syllabary consisting of

simple triangles, dots and circles, and did his own printing, with a

hand-made press and ink made out of a mixture of whale oil and soot,

on paper manufactured from the inside of birch bark. But this inven-

tion of special alphabets was soon abandoned in favour of some
modification of the roman script, with special signs for the more peculiar

sounds.

A more serious difficulty is the discovery of the right terms for basic

biblical conceptions. The translator of the Bible into Luba-Katanga

(for South-east Congo) had to spend ‘years looking for the right

expression for ‘ Holy Spirit ’ because, although this language abounded

in words for ‘spirits’, they all had the wrong connotation or the wrong
associations. One day he discovered that there was at the court of the

local chief an official, known as ‘Nsenka’, whose function it was to

meet those who had business with the chief, find out what they wanted,

conduct them into the royal presence and act as their advocate and

intercessor. It occurred to him that the functions which the Nsenka

fulfilled on a human and tribal plane were exactly those assigned by
Christian theology to the Holy Spirit and expressed in the words
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‘Comforter’, ‘Advocate’ and ‘Intercessor’. He therefore adopted the

term and turned it to Christian usage in his translation. Moreover,

divergence of social habit may make the biblical term mean the precise

opposite—as, for instance, in the translation of ‘ Behold, I stand at the

door and knock’ for people among whom knocking is either unknown

or else a sign of enmity. Or there is the recurrent problem of what to

do about such basic symbols as ‘sheep’ and ‘shepherd’ for a people

who have never seen a sheep and have no shepherds. Yet, in spite of

these formidable difficulties the work has gone on from the middle of

the nineteenth century to the present day, a matter of endless patience,

trial, revision, and tentative use, until some portion of the Bible exists

in an intelligible form in over 300 African languages, and in many

other tongues which formerly existed exclusively in spoken form. The

experience ofAfrica could be paralleled in South America and the Pacific "

Islands, where the American Bible Society has played a dominant part.

The third phase in Bible translation has only recently opened. It was

only natural that, in the attempt to put the Scriptures into the languages

of the people among whom they were working, missionaries should at

times have produced what was in fact a dialect translation, without

noting its similarity to neighbouring forms of speech. Today there is a

search for the common languages underlying different dialects, and a

number of ‘ Union’ or ‘Standard’ versions have been prepared in the

hope that one translation may serve a much wider area. Thus, whereas

before 1950 there were three different translations ot the Bible into

Swahili, the great East African language, there is now a Union version

so devised as to be understood over the whole of the mainly Swahili-

speaking area from the East coast almost to the Great Lakes. Whether

this movement will be successful or not it is still too early to say, but it

betokens a great new exercise»in linguistic study, and it might well have

very great cultural consequences.

The Bible societies have differed somewhat in tha methods used in

this essentially scholarly work. The British and Foreign Bible Society

has always regarded the missionary as the chief agent in translation and

has from time to time subsidized the work so that the translator might

be set free from other responsibilities. The Netherlands Bible Society,

on the other hand, has always trained its own translators and sent them

out to work alongside the missionary While being responsible for this

one linguistic task. Again, all the missionary Bible societies employ a
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specialist at their headquarters whose task it is to keep in touch with

translation work wherever it is being done, to make the experience of

one translator available to others and to consult with experts in the

particular group of languages concerned (for instance, in London, with

the School of African and Oriental Languages in the University of

London, and similar bodies). The societies differ also in the way in

which this expert on translation works. The American Bible Society Pc

acts on the principle that translation can only be done, or even rightly

judged, in the field, and therefore sends its Translations Secretary on

frequent and prolonged tours; while the British and Foreign Bible

Society tends to leave the working out of problems to the people on

the spot. One of the advantages following from the formation of the

‘United Bible Societies’ is precisely that these differences of method

can more easily be checked against one another to the benefit of all.

Wherever possible, translators work from the Hebrew and the

Greek. Many of those concerned, however, have insufficient know-

ledge of these languages to translate direct into the new tongue they

are working on. They therefore (if they are British, or at least English-

speaking) use the Authorized and the Revised Versions, with any or

all modern English translations, as a basis, and check their work against

any already existing versions in cognate languages. The translator

works with a team of native assistants whose job it is to say what a

given word or idea conveys to their minds and to scrutinize the trans-

lation from the standpoint of a native-born speaker of the language

used. Recently a new tool for translators has begun to be fashioned in

the form of a Greek-English diglot of the New Testament, containing

the Greek on one side of the page and a modern translation close to the

original on the other, so that those whose knowledge of Greek is not

sufficient for them to work direct from that version may still be able

to check their English against the Greek. 1

The task of translation is initially difficult, and it is never finished.

Language is not static and men’s knowledge of a foreign tongue is

never complete. Even the most established versions reach a point

where they are out of line with current speech; and if that is deemed to

be true now of the Authorized Version, which was made by English-

men, much more must it be true of translations not made by nationals

1 The British and Foreign Bible Society has published in this form Mark (1958),

Matthew (1959), John (i960), the General Letters (1961), Luke (1962).
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at all. One feature, therefore, of the present work of the Bible societies

is the revision of the earlier versions and particularly of those current

in Asia, and wherever possible these revisions are being made by native

Christian scholars. Thus, a Chinese version is under preparation by a

Chinese scholar able to work direct from Hebrew and Greek into his

own language, and a new version in Bengali is in the hands of an

Indian scholar similarly equipped. Again, after the Second World War,

the Japanese Bible Society, supported by the American Bible Society

and the British and Foreign Bible Society, took the unprecedented step

of discarding a revision in ‘classical’ Japanese in favour of a new

version in ‘colloquial’ form, in order to bring the Bible closer to the

common speech of men—and this, again, was the work of a distin-

guished group of Japanese Christian scholars.

Bible translation provides a rough gauge of the success of the mis-

sionary enterprise in different parts of the world. The generalization

needs to be qualified in certain respects—particularly in relation to the

Islamic countries, where it scarcely applies at all—but it would seem

that the appearance of a Gospel or other single book of the Bible in a

‘new’ language was an indication that the Church (in one form or

another) was at grips with its essential task among those people: the

language has been mastered at least to the stage when a first essay may

be made in expressing the truth of the Gospel in the mother-tongue of

the people. When, after a decade or two, the New Testament is com-

pleted, its appearance usually indicates the emergence of a Christian

community speaking that particular language: that is, there has been a

response to the Gospel and a believing community has come into

existence. When, very much later, the complete Bible appears, it

betokens a degree of permanence in the Christian community: the

Gospel has taken root in the life of the people. Finally, the revision of

a Bible comes at the point where the Christian community has attained

a measure of maturity and possesses native members capable of critical

appraisal of the text in the light of a real understanding of the Gospel.

THE USE OF THE BIBLE IN EVANGELISM

The translation of the Scriptures, fascinating and complicated as it is,

represents only a necessary first stage in the work of Bible distribution.

The object of the Bible societies is to get the book so translated into
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the hands of the people who can read it, whether they are Christians

or not. i _

To this end three methods have been used: first, the distribution of

Scriptures (particularly Gospels) by missionaries as part of their own
evangelistic work; second, the employment by the Bible societies

themselves of agents, known as colporteurs, whose task is to take the

books to the people; and, third, the encouragement of ‘voluntary

colportage’ on the part of native Christians as one essential aspect of

their normal witness to the Faith. In all three the principles on which

the Bible societies have operated have been, first, that books should not

normally be given away (since people do not value what they get for

nothing); but, second, that nobody ought to be debarred from pos-

sessing the Scriptures simply by lack of money. In practice this has

meant fixing the prices of the books according to what the average

person could afford to pay—a difficult estimate, made after such con-

sultation with people on the spot as might be possible—and generous

discounts to agents who were prepared to make Scripture distribution

a serious part of their work. In addition, ad hoc grants of books for

free distribution have been frequently made where conditions justified

this procedure. This has meant that there has always been a deficit on

the enterprise, viewed as a commercial transaction, and this deficit (in

the case of the British and Foreign Bible Society) now amounts to over

£350,000 a year, which represents the sum which must be raised by

voluntary contributions from the Christian public.

The chief instrument of evangelistic distribution has been the single

Gospel or other book of the Bible. That is why, in the figures for

distribution, the number of so-called ‘portions’ is so very much greater

than the number of New Testaments and Bibles. These latter normally

only become relevant and useful at a later stage, when the purchaser has

been interested by reading a Gospel. The early missionaries made

Scripture distribution an essential part of their work, and it still remains

true that those who are engaged in direct evangelism in a pagan or non-

Christian environment rely on the Scriptures as a major instrument.

Not unnaturally, however, it has been the colporteur who has been the

hero of Bible Society literature: he is usually a native of the country,

a man of humble origin but of deep personal conviction; he goes out

alone, day after day, with his bag of books, often uncertain of his

reception, and he has adventures. Broadly speaking, it has been the
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colporteur who lias carried the main burden in Muslim countries and

in the Far East, while the missionary has done most of the work in

Africa, where colportage is only just beginning. This is not surprising

in view of the fact that literacy has had to grow from zero in Africa,

whereas there has been a literate class in Asian countries for generations.

Again, allowance must be made for the longer history of the Church in

India compared with the comparatively recent growth of Christianity

in Africa; and, in fact, it is in India that the most determined effort is

now being made to lay upon the ordinary member of the Church the

obligation to witness to his faith through the distribution of the

Scriptures.

By whatever method the Bible societies have operated, the annual

circulation reported by all of them together has reached the total of

some twenty-five million books. -The vast majority of these books are

single Gospels or ‘portions’, but roughly three and a half million are

New Testaments and the same number complete Bibles. In any one year

this distribution takes place jn some 500 languages. This result must,

however, be set against the fact that some twenty-five million people

learn to read each year, so that the annual distribution is only just

keeping pace with the rise in literacy.

The number of languages used by mankind was estimated twenty

years ago (by the French Academy of Sciences) at 2796. India alone

has over one hundred, Africa at least 400, and there are many still

unidentified spoken by small groups of isolated people in places such

as New Guinea. All the Bible societies together have so far (1962) pro-

duced some part of the Scriptures in 1181 tongues: the whole Bible

in 226, the New Testament in 281 and some book or books in another

674. Of these translations one hundred are in languages spoken in

India and three hundred in African languages. It is probable that many

of the 1600 languages as yet untouched belong to small tribes and

groups of people, so that the 1181 translations recorded represent the

languages spoken by about four-fifths of the population of the world.

THE IMPACT OF THE BIBLE

It is very difficult to estimate the effect of this steady output of biblical

literature which has been going on with increasing volume for more
than a hundred and fifty years. That there is great wastage is only to be
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expected. Not everyone who is persuaded to buy a Gospel or a New
Testament reads it, and some put the books to ignoble uses, or simply

forget all about them. In attempting some assessment, we shall deal

with the impact of the Bible on individuals, on churches and on the

non-Christian cultures in which the churches exist.

The impact of the Bible on individuals is of course varied and largely

dependent on the cultural background. A Muslim, for instance,

approaches the Scriptures usually with a bias in favour of a sacred book,

since he is himself a child of the Koran; yet there may be a violent

reaction if the first book he encounters is the Gospel according to

St Mark, with its uncompromising opening, ‘The beginning of the

gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God’, which at once raises the

traditional antipathy of the Muslim towards the suggestion that God
could ever have a son. There is thus need of some discrimination in the

selection of books for distribution among non- Christians. Yet the use

of the Scriptures for evangelistic work has been one of the most

important factors in Islamic countries and has often been possible when

direct preaching was ruled out. Cases of conversion remain rare, but

there is evidence, particularly perhaps in Persia, of a considerable body

of secret or partial believers, nourished by the reading of the Bible.

In contrast, Hinduism is a hospitable religion, able to absorb ideas from

other sources without discomfort and without remarkable effect. On
the other hand, the tribal life of Africa is so close to the conditions

described in the Old Testament that there tends to be a ready accept-

ance of Old Testament ideas and a rather greater resistance to the

New Testament. Yet, when all allowance is made for background and

conditioning factors of all kinds, it remains true that there is a steady

volume of evidence that the written Word can be of decisive influence

in the conversion of men and women. Such converts or inquirers

invariably attach themselves to a Christian community, in which they

can receive further instruction in the Faith, but their first impulse

towards Christianity comes from the records themselves. Moreover,

there are instances where a whole Christian community has been created

out of paganism or non-Christian religion by the witness of the

Scriptures. This is true not only of the church in Korea, to which

reference has already been made, and which is still an intensely Bible-

centred community: it is also true of the Batak church in Sumatra and

of the Protestant churches in South America, most of which owe their
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existence to the devoted work of pioneer colporteurs carrying the

Spanish or Portuguese or Indian versions to remote places.

The impact of the Bible on churches fis perhaps a more familiar

theme, for the Biblent^always held a central place in Christian

devotion, and an untried community in an alien environment can

hardly be expected to grow in depth and understanding without access

to the sources of Christian faith. The vital importance of the Bible in

sustaining the faith of the Church always becomes evident in time of

persecution. Mackay’s ‘Readers’ in Uganda were able to stand up to

fierce persecution and, though many died, the Church survived. In

Madagascar, during the persecution which continued for over twenty

years (1836-61) Christians not only kept their faith alive by secret

Bible reading but showed such vitality that the Church increased ten-

fold under the experience. More recently, the Formosan hill tribes,

almost untouched by Christianity before the Second World War,

resisted Japanese pressure and emerged with firmly planted Christian

communities, based on nothing but the study of the Japanese version

of the Bible, read and pondered in secret but with amazing effect. In

Kenya, under the threat of Mau Mau, it was the Christians whose life

was most deeply rooted in the Bible who stood firm against all attempts

to get them to take the oath. The toughness of the indigenous churches

would seem to depend on the degree of devotion to the Bible. The

organization ofa church, even its ministers and priests, may be destroyed

or dispersed without ultimate disaster so long as the Bible is there.

While persecution or acute crisis may thus reveal the closeness of the

link between spiritual vitality in the Church and the study of the Bible,

in more untroubled times the matter is usually more complicated. The

Bible may become a mere part of the public worship of the Church, with

little more than a superstitious impact on the hearers. An intense con-

centration on Bible study, coloured by a particular, narrow interpreta-

tion, may increase and intensify sectarianism. On the other hand, it has

been the experience of people active in the Ecumenical Movement,

when fundamental problems have been discussed by representatives of

very different Christian traditions, that the more central the Bible has

become in such discussions the more they have become aware of a

common heritage. There is thus evidence that the apostolic testimony,

as contained in the New Testament, is a potent means by which a

divided Church can rediscover its lost unity. This, however, must be
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set against the fact that the great rift, which runs through all denomi-

nations, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon countries, divides people

precisely on the question of their understanding of the Bible as the

revealed Word of God.

When we come to the impact of the Bible on non- Christian cultures,

the data are even more confused and uncertain. On the one hand, the

emphasis laid by Protestant missions on the knowledge of the Bible has

tended to make the Christian group more highly literate than the rest

of the community. The Christian stress on education, expressed in

countless schools and colleges which owe their origin to missionary

enthusiasm, derives from the conviction that only a literate Christian

can fully enter into his faith and that literacy in the community at

large is an asset in the propagation of the Gospel. Thus, literacy and the

open Bible have gone together. Moreover, the fact that the first litera-

ture to appear in many hitherto unwritten languages has been the Bible

has meant that the main themes of the biblical message have entered

into the general consciousness at least of those who have learnt to

read, even though they have not necessarily become Christians. Apart

altogether from the religious message of the Scriptures, the contribution

of translation into the vernacular to the task of nation-building can

hardly be overestimated. Even among those peoples who already

possessed a great literature, the wide dispersion of the Christian writings

in their languages has had an indefinable effect on the basic ideas and

values in their culture. It is, for instance, at least significant of a change

in the ideal of the ‘good man’ that the highest praise given to Mahatma

Gandhi, even by Hindu writers, was that he was ‘ Christ-like’. This, of

course, is nothing new: it was the ethical ideal enshrined in the Jewish

Scriptures and to some extent embodied in the Jewish community

which attracted many to the synagogue in the first century and induced

them to become ‘ god-fearers ’.

On the other hand, too much cannot be built on this wide, diffused

influence of Christian literature. It may, indeed, militate against the

deeper impact of the Bible on the souls ofmen by making them familiar

with the externals of the faith and thus the more reluctant to commit

themselves to the more fundamental truth. Out of this situation there

may also come a criticism of the Christian Church for being so unlike

the ethical ideal discovered in the Gospels that the contradiction robs the

Church ofauthority. This may be salutary for the Church, but itmay also
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indicate a complete unawareness of the depth of the biblical diagnosis

of man’s malady and a disregard for the biblical teaching about sin.

One notable example of the^ impact of the Bible on a non-Christian

culture is provided by Japan. The cTiristian community in that country

still numbers less than half a million out of a population of over ninety

million people. Yet the circulation in Japan, recorded in 1957 (notan

unusual year), amounted to more than 78,500 Bibles, 713,000 New

Testaments and more than a million Gospels and other single books.

Since the publication in 1955 fhe Bible in colloquial Japanese,

something like half a million copies of the New Testament have been

sold each year. Japan is one of the most highly literate countries in the

world and there are said to be ten thousand bookshops serving its

passion for literature—a passion raised to white heat by the collapse

of the cultural and religious life of the people after the defeat of 1945.

In the search for a new foundation for their national life, the Japanese

people are looking not only to the Christian Scriptures but also to

Marxism, and the outcome is not yet foreseeable. The effect, however,

of this exposure of thousands of minds to the Christian writings cannot

be negligible at a time when the old culture is in almost total flux.

Outside Protestantism there appears to be a revival of interest in

the Bible which may well be of the greatest importance, not only for

the preservation of what unity is left to European culture but also for

the better understanding between churches of different traditions. In

Greece movements have been at work in recent years which have

encouraged the reading of the Bible among Orthodox Church people,

and the American Bible Society has given large gifts of the New

Testament in Modern Greek for use in the armed forces and the prisons,

as well as in the parishes. A modern translation of the New Testament

into Russian has been undertaken by members of the Russian emi-

gration centred on Paris. Meanwhile, in the Roman Catholic Church,

new editions of the Bible in French 'have been issued in France and

Belgium, and the late Cardinal Innitzer actively supported a notable

Bible study movement in Austria, which was guided by an Augus-

tinian monk, Father Parch. How far such movements will go it is not

yet possible to foresee but they may be further evidence of the wide

recognition of the fact that the strength of a church, particularly under

duress and difficulty, depends on the place it gives in its life to the

study of the Bible.
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ASSESSMENT

Protestantism has laid great stress in its missionary work on the Bible,

both as a source of strength for the Christian and as a means of

evangelization: it has acted in the faith that where the Word is pro-

claimed, whether by preaching or by Scripture distribution, there the

Holy Spirit will be at work and the Church will be created. This policy

has not lacked critics, particularly among Catholics, for it seems to be

a highly dangerous invitation to private opinion and sectarianism. The
recent movements in the Roman Catholic Church referred to above do

not betoken any departure from this opposition to a policy which

makes the Bible available to the generality without the guidance of the

Church. The dangers thus indicated are very real, as anybody who is at

all aware of the proliferation of sects both in Europe and overseas must

admit. It is possible for men to misunderstand the Bible, or to under-

stand only one part of it and to form movements and religious bodies

on the basis of that partial understanding, and then to add arrogance to

error. This is not just a tragic event of the past which has effect in the

present: the fact is that the types of religion which are spreading most

rapidly in the modern world are those associated with the more extreme

and even bizarre sects, based on a one-sided interpretation of the

Scriptures.

The fact that, for good or ill, the Bible has become a public docu-

ment for practically the whole of mankind is bound to raise large

questions concerning the nature of the authority which can rightly

interpret Scripture. For masses of people in the western world—and

for many in the Christian churches—the Bible is no longer self-

explanatory because for them the doctrinal framework within which it

was once understood has collapsed and they need guidance in reading it.

This will become increasingly true ofother parts ofthe world as western,

industrial civilization spreads and ‘the acids of modernity’ work in

men’s minds. Thus the necessity for interpretation—and the complexity

of the task—is likely to grow more urgent with the years. There is,

therefore, no longer any issue between Protestant and Catholic con-

cerning the need for an interpretative authority: the question centres

on the nature of the authority to be accepted.

This is an issue which properly lies outside the scope of this chapter,

but it is clearly of vital importance for the Christian missionary both
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in the work of translating the Scriptures (which in itself involves inter-

pretation) and in the task of enabling men and women to understand

the Scriptures which are now so widely disseminated among them. All

Christian denominations have in fact some ultimate authority in matters

of faith and practice, whether this is the Episcopate, the General

Assembly, the Synod or the vaguer authority of ‘ sound scholarship

One of the central tasks in the reformation of Christendom may well

be the development of an organ of interpretation common to all the

Churches which will be sufficiently flexible to respond to the deepening

insights of biblical scholarship and at the same time strong enough to

bring a greater coherence to the varied understandings of the Bible

which are current among Christians. In this task the experience of the

missionary in his unending effort to bring non-Christians to the sources

of Christian faith in Holy Scripture should be taken fully into account;

for he is at the growing-point of the Christian Church, where the

Gospel makes fresh impact on the life of mankind.
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF
TWO OF THE LARGER BIBLE SOCIETIES

Note: In this summary the second column gives the number of languages in which the

Society published some portion of the Bible between the date of its foundation and the

date selected for comparison; the third gives the distribution figures for that year and

the last the total expenditure involved in the year selected.
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have been the inspiration of western civilization, even though no

society has come very near to what they offer and require. The tempta-

tion to discard them for something more coherent in logic or more

tangible in practice is persistent and severe. Plato or Marx beckon,

with systems less than the law of love. The Bible offers no proof, but a

faith in the ultimate coherence of law and freedom, justice and mercy,

within the being of God, in whose will is our peace.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
BIBLICAL THOUGHT

From the little which has been said about biblical ethics it will already

be evident that they are not expounded as a system developed from

autonomous ethical principles. Biblical morality is part of biblical

religion, and the religion is set in, or itself creates (it would be hard to

say which, but probably the latter) a cosmology. For centuries the

Bible provided a cosmology for the West, though one which was

increasingly modified as Greek thought was recovered or new know-

ledge acquired. As a frame of reference it was invaluable to art and

literature. Science and philosophy were partly hindered and partly

assisted by it. Science was hindered by the biblicism which assumed the

opening chapters of Genesis to be scientifically correct and also by

ecclesiastical authority when—as was bound to happen—theological

systems had been interwoven with cosmological notions so derived.

At certain times philosophy was presumably hindered by the domi-

nation of biblical and theological presuppositions, and ecclesiastical

intolerance has often checked freedom of inquiry. But it is not easy to

see that philosophical thinking itself has suffered much from the

pressure of the Bible. On the other hand, science has been helped by the

zeal of many to investigate ‘the wonderful works of God’ just because

they are God’s, and, as is now generally understood, by the assumption

of law and order in a universe subject to a purposive Creator. In

Whitehead’s words, ‘Faith in the possibility of science, generated

antecedently to the development of modern scientific theory, is an

unconscious derivative from medieval theology’. Philosophy has been

stimulated not only by the general problems of theism but by some

particular elements in biblical thought, for example the nature of

persons, especially in their relation to, or ‘ encounter ’ with, God, or the
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peculiarly biblical attitude to transcendence and immanence, or the

‘scandal of particularity’ in law and history.

The Bible itself provides no system, philosophical or scientific.

Postponing for the moment its ultimate significance to Christian faith,

we may say that it has contributed to western thought not a system,

but a number of insights and insistences which frequently differ from
those of Greece or the Far East. Hebrew thought is much more con-

sistently religious than Greek, and its religious outlook is in many
respects utterly different from that of the Orient. Many pitfalls await

attempts to distinguish Hebrew or biblical thought from other types,

particularly, as James Barr’s Semantics of Biblical Language has

recently demonstrated, when the distinguishing characteristics are

traced back into the very structure of the Hebrew language. But

certain characteristics are unmistakable.

To begin with, the Bible so much prefers the concrete to the

abstract, the dynamic to the static, one may almost say the material

to the (purely) spiritual, the historical to the philosophical, that it

persists bravely in an anthropomorphic presentation of God for the

sake of the reality which cannot otherwise be communicated. If this is

in a sense poetry, it is quite different from the poetical anthropomorphy
of the Olympic gods or the symbols of Hinduism. The portrayal of

God in the image ofman is the counterpart of the fundamental religious

assertion that man is made in the image of God and capable of fellow-

ship with him. By its frank anthropomorphism the Bible has enabled

multitudes of men and women to believe that God is their Father who
knows them and helps them, and to build their lives on this faith. This is

a major fact about the history of the western world. Together with it

we must put the Bible’s way of protecting the idea of God against the

dangers of anthropomorphism. It always preserves the distinction

between Creator and creation (hence the urgency of the decision, the

crisis, about Jesus Christ). God is other than all that is made, even that

which is made in his image; he is holy in himself, not by derivation or

participation. With all its concreteness and anthropomorphism, the

Bible completely maintains the transcendence of God. And this has

been another major factor in western history, not only in justifying

worship, but also in stimulating action ad maiorem Dei gloriam.

There is no theoretical reconciliation of transcendence and imma-
nence; there is a certainty that God who is utterly holy is nevertheless
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intensely and unceasingly occupied with his creation, with man, matter

and history. Matter is accepted as good because it is the good God s

creation. In this acceptance lies the recognition as good in principle of

the body, the family, the State, of the arts and crafts and sciences. By

some of these the Bible itself sets much store, while others, if they are

not as highly regarded as among the Greeks, are not ruled out. In its

early days the Christian Church fought hard to preserve this attitude

to the material order against various non-biblical spiritualisms and

dualisms. There is within the Bible itself, and particularly in the New

Testament, a very different dualism, a moral dualism of this-worldly

and other-worldly outlooks, which raises many questions about the

idea of a Christian culture. There is a great difference, however,

between attempting to answer these questions in loyalty to the Bible

as it is, and prejudging them by a non-biblical—be it oriental or

Greek—attitude towards the material. Here the biblical position,

maintained by Judaism and by the orthodox Christian victory over

Gnosticism, has been decisive up to the present for western thought

and practice.

The concept of man is determined throughout the Bible by the

conviction that he is the creation of a personal God, is made in God’s

image, and is by nature and grace capable of fellowship with God, a

fellowship which, in the later stages of biblical religion, is held to be

potentially eternal. Such people always matter to God. Human

personality is not illusory, or something to be escaped from or sloughed

off in order that some higher state of being (or of nothingness) may be

reached. Man, if he remains alive at all, never ceases to be man, since

it is by his coming to the full stature of manhood that his Creator’s

purpose is achieved. This understanding of man secures the abiding

worth of individual selves, in contrast to much oriental thought and

also against the modern temptation to belittle man because the physical

universe is discovered to be so vast. The worth of man, however, is

not assigned by the Bible to himself in his own right, as in much Greek

thought. His ‘ soul ’ is notper se immortal, his reason is not his divinity.

He depends always upon God, and his worst folly and sin is to claim

independence. There is indeed a parallel here with the Greek notion of

Hybris and Nemesis, which has itself been influential in some phases of

western culture; but biblical teaching on the Fall of man, and its

searching analysis of sin, have been immeasurably more effectual.
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Where God is presented as working purposefully in his own
creation, history is necessarily taken with the utmost seriousness, and

the more so where it is also believed that in so working out his purpose

God, as part of it, respects the freedom of those who are responsible

to him. It would be foolish to say that the Greeks were not interested

in history, and perhaps too simple to contrast their cyclical conception

of it with the linear treatment of the Bible. But the sense in which
history mattered to the Greeks differed altogether from the sense in

which it mattered to the Hebrews. The Bible sees the whole of history

as one historia sacra
,
the sphere of divine action, with human action

subordinate to it. To establish this it permits anthropomorphisms

superficially naive (‘God repented him’). It is unscientific in that it

commonly disregards secondary causes and goes straight to the divine

will as the immediate cause; it is baffling in its fusion of purpose and

result; and it never explains, to the satisfaction of the intellect, how
divine law is related to the sovereign freedom of God (‘miracles’). Its

historical information is often slight and is used uncritically. But its

general attitude to the nature of history has stamped itselfupon western

civilization, in which it has never yet been believed, and acted upon, by
the majority of men that history is meaningless or that human efforts

are mocked at by a capricious deity or blocked by a blind Fate or

determined by wholly material forces.

Biblical confidence in the forward movement of history has been

abused. It has been perverted into a glib belief in inevitable progress;

it lies behind a number of Utopias (sometimes called Jewish Messian-

ism). What the Bible teaches, when it is taken as a whole, is quite

different. There is no automatic progress for fallen men, whose hope is

only in divine redemption, on God’s terms. The climax of history is

judgment, the consummation lies beyond. Biblical realism cuts across

optimism and pessimism.

Up to this point certain aspects of biblical teaching have been singled

out which appear to have influenced western civilization decisively and

which could, and presumably would, continue to influence its future

even if the Christian faith were to be rejected. The biblical insights,

thought-forms, images, emphases, have become part, a large part, of

the western mind. But a Christian must say his last words as a

Christian. No piecemeal treatment of the Bible can suffice. It must be

allowed its unifying principle
:
Jesus Christ. Its personal and living God
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is one who reveals himself in action, and the culminating act is his self-

giving in Christ. Biblical acceptance of matter, of flesh, is sealed in the

Incarnation. The chosen people is narrowed down into the Christ, with

an insistence upon the significance of particularity which scandalizes

die ‘Greek’ even more than the Jew. The meaning of linear historia

sacra is comprehended in Christ—in the preparation for him, in the

central events of his birth, death, resurrection and ascension, in the

continuing life of his Body, the Church, through his Spirit, drawing

the world into itself and giving itself to the world until the end of

history and the consummation which can only be hinted at in apo-

calyptic imagery and awaited in faith and hope. Man, made in God’s

image but fallen, is restored by communion with the Image, Christ

—

but only through the suffering which God’s holy love demands and

accepts in Christ. Holy love, manifest in Christ, becomes the law of

human life.

Today all this is exposed to manifold objections. Some are moral.

If this be true, why have ‘Christian’ societies been so evil? The

Christian must feel the force of this criticism, but he can fairly point to

the Bible’s own teaching on the gravity of sin and on God’s costly con-

descension to human freedom; and he may perhaps be allowed to

suggest that, since the time-scale of human life has been so enormously

extended backwards, we have to reckon with the possibility that,

similarly, the Christian society is scarcely beginning to be born. Some

objections are intellectual. To the modern mind the Bible cannot be

an easy book. The old Christian Fathers used to say that in it all the

necessary things are clear, and faith knows in what sense that is true.

It is one of the blessings of the Bible that we do not have to be intel-

lectuals to hear what it says to us. Though Coleridge’s ‘I do not find

the Bible, the Bible finds me’ is not an adequate theory of biblical

inspiration, it is an excellent statement of fact. But ifwe do not need to

be intellectuals to grasp it, will the intellect of the western world, with

the growth of historical, psychological, scientific and other knowledge,

relegate the Bible to a place among other edifying books which have

had their day? If the finding power of the Bible depended upon its

clarity in a logical or scientific sense, that might be its fate. But with

its own kind of clarity it combines mystery, the holiness of the trans-

cendent God whose ways are not our ways, nor his thoughts our

thoughts, but who, being beyond our finding, has revealed himself in
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the mystery of the Incarnation. It is his self-giving in revelation and
redemption which finds us in and through Christ, and shows us, and
lays upon us, the way of eternal truth and life. This is the Gospel which
the Bible perpetually proclaims. It is to be found nowhere else. We
rejoice in all truth, but to Christian faith—and the Christian does not
pretend to dispense with faith—the Gospel is the measure of, the key
to, all truth. In the coronation of the British Sovereign the Holy Bible
is presented with these words: ‘this Book, the most valuable thing that
this world affords. Here is Wisdom; This is the royal Law; These are
the lively Oracles of God.’
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related to the unity and wholeness of human personality. While many

works of religious art are aesthetically trivial, the greatness of many

great ones cannot be dissociated from their theme. And since it is not

Art but particular works of art which we enjoy, it must, at the very

least, be allowed that painters (for example) who could produce works

of the highest order quite independently of the Bible have in fact

produced many of their greatest works under its inspiration. In such

cases the biblical contribution may be directly iconographical, or it may

be the impulse to give visual expression to thoughts and feelings

aroused by the Bible’s handling of ultimate mysteries and realities. It

is perhaps sufficient to name Rembrandt.

MUSIC

It is much the same with music. Song and dance, the twin sources of

its elaborate forms, are universal. They can both be religious; neither

need be. Had Europe preserved no contact with Graeco-Roman or

Near-Eastern music (the extent of any such continuity is still a puzzle)

the natural impulse to sing and dance would have given rise in time to

a fresh development of the art. In fact, European music, like painting,

sculpture and drama, grew up with the help of the Christian Church,

and therefore of the Bible. It would be a simple matter to write out a

long list of settings of biblical and liturgical texts: psalms, hymns,

anthems, motets, masses, passions, oratorios. The barest hint of a

selection shows how noble the list would be, with the masses and motets

of Palestrina, Victoria and Byrd, Monteverdi’s Vespers
,
the Passion

music of Schiitz, the cantatas and Passions of Bach and the B minor

Mass
,
with Handel’s Messiah and Israel in Egypt

,
Mozart’s Requiem

Mass
,
Haydn’s Creation

,
the Missa Solemnis of Beethoven, the Brahms

Requiem, Vaughan Williams’s Sancta Civitas. This is not essentially a

question of illustrative or programme music, for the extent of attention

to the pictorial possibilities of single words or phrases or incidents can

vary considerably (Bach and Handel and Haydn are quite happy doing

things of this kind which lesser men have scorned). Non-biblical

themes give just as much opportunity for the expression of most

human emotions, and music of unsurpassed quality may need no

literary or pictorial stimulus, or the slightest. We are once more

plunged into the mystery of genius—feeling—inspiration—technique,

and are once more driven to say simply that confrontation with the
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Bible, or with liturgical texts which convey the same realities and

challenges and aspirations, has in fact brought into being particular

works acknowledged to be among the greatest. These particular

heights would not have been reached without the ‘inspiration’ of this

particular ‘subject-matter’.

Further, since so large a part of the best music has no words and

paints no picture, it is to be remembered that, whatever might have

been, this absolute music also owes much of its development to ex-

perience gained in sacred music. One may instance experiments made
in the organization of melody within plainchant, going far beyond
what is likely in folk-song or even, at the time, in more sophisticated

secular song; contrapuntal devices and fugal forms and textures

discovered in the vocal music of the Church and made available to the

secular composer; the organist’s handling of the chorale, leading by
variations and other means to larger musical structures. It is not a

point to be pressed too far, since the reciprocal influence of secular

music upon sacred has also been important. Yet it is remarkable how
much of the history, even the technical history, of western music can

be traced to the Christian’s desire to sing his faith.

CONDUCT

Great or small, the influence of the Bible upon literature and the arts

has been incidental to its own purpose. There is little trace of delight

in them for their own sake. Individual writers and craftsmen, we may
suppose, took pleasure in their activities, and there is a feeling for the

beauty of nature. But neither artistic creation nor aesthetic apprecia-

tion are recommended as intrinsic parts of. the good life. They are

instrumental, they are brought into the service of God and the religious

community, they are only spoken of as inspired by the Spirit of God
when so used. They have the opportunity to develop, but their

development is conditioned by the religious outlook. The assistance

given to them by the Christian Church has been one side of the story,

and in the event the more decisive; the other side has been limitation,

suspicion and fear, not only of the place of beauty within worship but

even, as a worldly snare, within the Christian life at all.

As to worship, Augustine dwelt upon the dilemma of a Christian who
loves music. There were times when he could wish that all the melodies

to which the Psalter was sung might be banished from the Church:
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Yet when I remember the tears I shed at the songs of the Church in the days

when I recovered my faith, and now when I am moved not by the singing,

but by the things sung clearly and with fitting modulation, I acknowledge

once more how useful this practice is. 1 fluctuate between the peril of

pleasure and the profit I have proved in experience. I am inclined—though

this is not an irrevocable opinion—to approve the custom of singing in

church so that the weaker mind may rise by the delight of the ear to the

feeling of devotion. But whenever I am more moved by the singing than the

thing sung, I confess that I have sinned and deserve to be punished (Con-

fessions, x, c. 33).

Many Christians have shared Augustine’s experience; some have drawn

drastic conclusions from it, and have succeeded in imposing them on

others.

As to the place of beauty in life, there is more in the context of

Augustine’s words than a straightforward fear of being distracted from

God when one is trying to worship him wholeheartedly. Augustine

makes these remarks in the course of a more general discussion of the

desires of the body and the delights of the senses, in which sexual

experiences, eating and drinking, attractive scents, music and pictures

are placed, apparently, on a par. The delight of music is a delight of the

ear, which may enervate the mind. ‘The eyes love beautiful and varied

forms, bright and pleasing colours; let them not capture my soul’

Here the puritanism (or whatever it should be called) is unhappily

based upon a superficial aesthetic, and Augustine himself rises above it.

He cannot approve ‘art for art’s sake’ (as sometimes interpreted) any

more than he could have approved ‘business is business’ or any other

slogan which claims an ultimate autonomy for any sphere of life. But,

though his fear of entanglement in lower things persists, he provides at

least the principle by which all beauty can be brought within the

sovereignty and bounty of God: ‘But I too, my God and my Glory,

sing a hymn to Thee and offer my sacrifice of praise to Him who

sanctifies me. All the loveliness which goes through men’s souls into

their skilful hands comes from the Loveliness which is above our souls,

for which my soul longs day and night’ (ibid. c. 34 fin.). Others, with

more or less explicit theory and more or less severity of discipline, have

turned their backs on the arts as temptations of this world
;
and in so

doing they have believed they could find justification in the Bible.

Conduct, however, is a pre-eminent concern of the Bible. Matthew
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Arnold wanted to save the Bible from the theology of the bishops of

Winchester and Gloucester, and was sure he knew the way. ‘ Surely,

if there be anything with which metaphysics have nothing to do, and

where a plain man, without skill to walk in the arduous paths of

abstruse reasoning, may yet find himself at home, it is religion. For the

object of religion is conduct. .

.

.And when we are asked further, what

is conduct?—let us answer: Three-fourths of life’ (Literature and

Dogma, chap. 1). The right way to think of God is as ‘the Eternal

Power, not ourselves, that makes for righteousness’, and the true

greatness of the Bible lies in its proclamation of righteousness, for the

proper apprehension of which it is indispensable. We may smile at his

anxiety to compute the correct proportion between conduct and culture

(is culture a quarter or a fifth or a sixth of life?) and we may rage at his

disregard of metaphysics and theology. It remains true that the Bible

has been for the western world a book of righteousness, and that the

plain man has learned from it, infinitely more than from any other

source, how he should behave.

Any attempt to measure the moral influence of the Bible would be

presumptuous. We must be content to indicate some of the ways in

which it has been at work, if possible without injustice to the moral

teaching of Greece and Rome and of other civilizations. Some of its

simplest lessons have been among the most far-reaching in effect,

lessons which could have been learned from elsewhere, but were in

fact taught to most western men by the Bible, either directly or in-

directly in the simple moral instruction of the Church. Thou shalt do

no murder, thou shalt not commit adultery, thou shalt not steal, thou

shalt not bear false witness; speak the truth, hold to your word, help

other people, look after the poor, the widow and the orphan—the

simple elements of personal ethics on which a decent society depends

—

these are not specifically biblical, but they have been drummed into us

through the Bible, and, despite St Paul’s excellent psychology in the

seventh chapter of Romans (‘ I had not known coveting, except the law

had said, Thou shalt not covet’), there must have been multitudes of

beneficial moral decisions taken ‘because the Bible tells me to’. That

for centuries generation after generation of Europeans and Americans

have learned by heart the Commandments and the Beatitudes and the

Parable of the Good Samaritan is a major, though incalculable, factor

in their history.
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Sometimes the Bible has compelled a choice between its ethic and the

ethics of other traditions. Consider marriage and divorce. A well-

known book, Fritz Schulz’s Classical Roman Law (Oxford, 1951)

writes thus of it: ‘The classical law of marriage is an imposing, perhaps

the most imposing, achievement of the Roman legal genius. For the

first time in the history of civilization there appeared a purely human-

istic idea of marriage as being a free and freely dissoluble union of two

equal partners for life.’ And of divorce, ‘ In classical law any marriage,

without regard to whether the husband has manus or not, can be dis-

solved by agreement of the spouses or by notice given by one of

them . . . this freedom is the inevitable and indispensable keystone of

the classical humanistic law of marriage’. Such, then, was the law of

the State within which Christians lived. Even the influence of the

Church upon Christian emperors could not secure its abrogation,

though Constantine modified the law of divorce considerably and

Justinian compromised. In Schulz’s words, ‘even in Justinian’s

Corpus Iuris the principles of the humanistic law of marriage were

maintained’. In practice, however, the Church rejected this law as a

norm of conduct, and built up its own canon law on the subject. ‘In

the course of the Middle Ages the Roman law of marriage was almost

completely abandoned in western Europe. On the basis ofwell-known

passages of the New Testament the Church developed an anti-

humanistic law of divorce.’ Schulz regrets this. ‘The classical law of

marriage bides its time: it is still a living force’, and he welcomes a new

tendency to humanize the law of marriage which ‘ has already achieved

remarkable results in Scandinavia’, though he continues with an

acknowledgment that ‘the Roman humanitas emphasizing the value

and dignity of human personality was inevitably individualistic and

thus sometimes came into conflict with the interests of the community’.

One might question his historical analysis or contest his values, and the

Christian teaching on marriage and divorce can be endlessly discussed.

The point to be made here is simply that we have in fact been living

with and under a law and practice which entailed a break with Rome
and which was drawn from the Bible. Christian interpretation of the

Bible was not uniform, and so its discipline was not uniform, divorce

law in the East differing greatly from that of the West. In both cases,

however, it was in principle biblical, based not only upon particular

texts but upon a conception of marriage which, for better or worse,
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contains dimensions unrecognized by Roman law. This is a very plain

instance of the influence of the Bible upon the western way of life, up
till now, and of the far-reaching questions posed by any rejection of it.

An interesting example is the attitude to work. The Greek attitude

has often been described unfairly and the success of Christianity in

dignifying labour has been exaggerated. Moderately stated, however,
the contrast is real, and very real dignity is given to work by the Bible.

The Greek respected agriculture and some of the crafts, besides military

service and politics, but he held some crafts
(technai) to be vulgar

(1banausikai), while work below the craft level was either left undone or

done by slaves. In Xenophon’s much-quoted Oeconomicus Critobulus

wants to know about the technai
,
not all of them, but the most beautiful,

those which would be fitting (respectable?) for him; and Socrates is

represented as dismissing some out of hand—they are banausic. These
are the occupations which injure men’s bodies by keeping them indoors

and sedentary, even by the fire all day. Such bodies become effeminate,

and then the mind weakens. Banausic occupations prevent men from
giving time to their friends or to politics; those who practice them
become useless for war. So some cities do not allow citizens to engage

in banausic crafts. There was a prejudice also against retail trade—it

was necessary, though no one, Plato said, will earn his living this way
if he can help it. So back to the land ! One recognizes prejudices which
persist in western society, even in so Christian a writer as Jane Austen.

Whatever may have been true of fifth-century Athens, it can scarcely

be doubted that, with the increase of slavery and with panem et cir-

censes, the prejudices grew and touched even what we should call ‘the

professions ’.

The early Christians’ outlook was different partly because most of

them were poor workers; it might be discounted for that reason. Some-
times, too, they were persuaded to accept work as the penalty due to

human sin, though this was a misunderstanding of Genesis, which puts

the principle of work before the Fall (ii. 5 and 15, a man to till the

ground, to dress and keep the garden) and then points out, quite

properly, how much toil sin has put into work. But side by side with

these, other aspects of biblical teaching were absorbed. Work is a duty

to God and to one’s neighbour, and this is what gives it dignity. Even
the toil of the Fall, though not the true nature of work, is to be made
fruitful as discipline. In itself work can be accepted gladly as a divine
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ordinance. The Son of God worked as a carpenter. ‘ My Father worketh

hitherto, and I work.’ The biblical doctrine of work is open to abuse,

and has often been gravely perverted in practice. It is, nevertheless, a

clear example of an outlook which contrasts sharply with that of the

intelligentsia in late Graeco-Roman civilization, and which has been

powerfully effective in Christendom.

If man must work, he must also rest. God worked, and rested on the

seventh day. Here is an institution which, however it started, has come

to us through the Bible and in a biblical form—a regular day, at short

intervals, instead of irregular festivals and holidays, a day both for

special religious duties and for rest and refreshment. It has taken some

strange forms under the influence of biblicism or a too narrow piety, it

has sometimes pressed very hard upon children. But even those who

jibe at the puritan sabbath or the English Sunday do not propose to

work seven days in the week. Compared with the Greek notion of (as

we are told) working when you like, the week has introduced order into

a more complicated economic life, while Sunday has protected the

worker from continuous drudgery.

Examples, despite the advantages of the concrete, must not divert us

altogether from principles, nor, despite much continuity, must biblical

ethics be treated as a homogeneous unity. To the Christian theologian

the Old Testament ethic speaks predominantly of law and righteousness

with an accompanying movement of grace, the New Testament of love,

grace and freedom with law and righteousness taken up into them. If

on the one hand law is allowed to oust grace, or if, on the other hand,

love is so sentimentalized or freedom so libertinized as to sap the

foundation of righteousness, the ethic to be derived from the culminat-

ing biblical revelation in Christ will be perverted. This has happened

all too often. Occasionally a misconceived theology of grace has

thrown up consciously and deliberately antinomian groups, fortifying

their licence with biblical tags—to the pure, all things are pure. More

frequently, the concept of forgiveness through the Cross has been

debased. Pardon might be bought or granted, ostensibly, without

sufficient care for moral earnestness. ‘Le bon Dieu pardonnera; c’est

son metier.’ Then what purports to be grounded in free redemption

through the Cross forgets the abiding ‘take up your cross’. The

opposite danger, in which a legalist spirit is combined with a funda-

mentalist acceptance of every detail of the Bible as being free from any
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human relativism, tends to fasten upon the community ideas, customs,

institutions, which it should outgrow and from which the central ethic

of the New Testament would set it free. Seventeenth-century Puri-

tanism is the most quoted, but not the only example. Its resolve to

submit all life, including politics and economics, to the will of God as

revealed in Scripture was noble, and a proper distinction between

principles and rules, between the right-for-the-time and the permanently

valid, was not wanting in theory. In the Epistle prefixed to the Laws
and Liberties ofMassachusetts (1648) it is written, ‘ So soon as God had

set up political government among his people Israel hee gave them a

body of lawes for judgement both in civil and criminal causes. These

were breif and fundamental principles, yet withall so full and compre-

hensive as out of them clear deductions were to be drawne to all

particular cases in future times.’ Such loyalty bore good fruit. Yet it

was—and is—easier to bandy isolated texts than to wrestle with the

application of principle, and this is a disloyalty to the nature of Scrip-

ture which cannot but yield evil fruit. Among the grave results of this

kind of biblicism have been disproportionate severity towards sexual

offences, the persecution of ‘witches’ and heretics, the idea of a holy

war, the perversion of the biblical concept of a ‘chosen people’ and of

a man (whether ruler or prophet) ‘ raised up by God’. A very different

charge is that the Bible has been used to bolster up privilege and to

reconcile the poor and exploited with ‘the Will of God’ for them by
purely spiritual consolations for the moment and promises of bliss

hereafter. The charge is not always fairly put, especially when it is

forgotten or denied that the spiritual consolations, which include high

moral qualities, were real; but it cannot be lightly dismissed. The
problem of doing justice at once to the this-worldly and the other-

worldly elements in the biblical ethic is more poignantly illustrated in

Vautel’s Mon Cure che1 les Pauvres than in many a moral treatise!

When every necessary qualification and admission has been made, it

remains surpassingly true that the Bible has been the pre-eminent

source of moral reform, individual and social, for the western world.

With Moses behind them, the prophets of Israel fought for and ob-

tained the recognition of the righteousness of God. A jealous God
indeed, whose people must worship none other god, yet he could not

be satisfied nor his favour won by cult alone. He demanded righteous-

ness. ‘Take thou away from me the noise of thy songs; for I will not
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hear the melody of thy viols. But let judgement roll down as waters,

and righteousness as a mighty stream’ (Amos v. 23-4). ‘ Will the Lord

be pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of

oil? shall I give my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit ofmy body

for the sin of my soul? He hath shewed thee, O man, what is good : and

what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy,

and to walk humbly with thy God’ (Micah vi. 7-8). By these men the

idea of a binding moral law (which is not peculiar to the Bible) was

made to glow with a heat generated by its association with a personal,

living and active, God whose will for righteousness is both a demand

for holiness and a promise to redeem his people from their sins. When
the fire is damped down, we get a prudential morality of justification by

the works of the law, a besetting temptation to
1

natural ’ moralist man.

But the fire has never been quenched; it has warmed the hearts of those

whose labour for men has been part of their duty to God and whose

confidence has been in the guidance and support of God. Dr George

Trevelyan quotes from Miss M. G. Jones’s book on the Charity School

Movement :
‘ Conduct, not dogma, stamped the Puritan ofthe Eighteenth

Century. ... He was irresistibly drawn towards the service of man, who
through misery or ignorance, or debauchery, deprived God of the glory

that was His due.’ In fact, dogma is here more important than the citer

and the author cited perhaps allow, for the conduct described issued

from the dogma, that is, the biblical teaching about God. And if we
move into the next century, it will be no injustice to the achievements of

reforms on Benthamite, utilitarian, principles ifwe insist that the public

opinion which made their operation possible was more biblically

motivated through the work of the Methodists and the Evangelical

Revival, both very scriptural in outlook.

That ‘biblical’ reformers have acted from a sense of responsibility to

God implies no lack of love for man. The Bible holds love of God and

man together: ‘Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great

commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself’ (Matt. xxii. 37-9); ‘ He that loveth not his brother

whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen?

And this commandment have we from him, that he who loveth God love

his brother also’ (I Johniv. 20-1). In the fullness of biblical teaching God
is known, through the Cross, as love, law takes its meaning from love,
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and love is the spring and the goal of conduct. Social reformers have

been apt to criticize the Christian Church for being content with the

palliatives of charity instead of pressing for radical changes in which

love is expressed through justice. This also is a charge which cannot be

lightly set aside. All the same, it is by a true instinct that it has clung

to the notion of charity. Fundamentally, the charity (agape ,
love)

which is characteristic of the Bible is not a matter of palliatives but of

persons. For it is not simply that ‘ the poor you have always with you’,

but that we have always to do with persons who, in any adequate ethic

and in any moral society, must be treated wholly as persons. This is

precisely what the complex societies of today, even when set upon

social justice, are finding so enormously difficult. Simultaneous care of

body, mind and spirit, of the whole person, eludes their grasp—some-

times even their intention. Nothing could be more obvious than that

some modern programmes of social reform fail abysmally in this

respect at any stage prior to the Utopias to which they aspire. Person-

ality is crushed on the way.

It is at this point that the pressure of biblical ethics is of the utmost

value. God loves his children individually and confers inestimable

value upon them individually by loving them. He respects their

personality, their freedom, at his own cost. His ‘laws’ are such as to

cherish individual selves while at the same time promoting communities,

fellowships, within which selves can grow. Regimentation is contrary

to the developed biblical ethic, since personal integrity, which includes

both freedom and responsibility, must be respected and fostered. Since

it is the whole person who is to be respected, the state aimed at cannot be

one only ofmaterial satisfactions, or even ofintellectual or aesthetic ones,

or all these together. Whatever place it gives to these (which some may

think inadequate) it is evident that the Bible sets moral and religious

qualities above them. Its demand is for a holiness which, however

differently expressed, is always a form of love; and it is made quite clear

that to those who love, the service of others will entail sacrifice and

suffering. Sacrifice and suffering are treated in the Bible not as negative

or passive experiences, but as positive and fruitful moral actions.

All these concepts—spiritual personality, grace, freedom, sacrifice,

suffering, responsibility—are hard ones. Their relation to each other,

for example of prevenient grace to moral responsibility, and their

requirements in actual living are most puzzling to work out. Yet they
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Of God, of grace, of justice, of free will,

That wonder was to heare her goodly speach:

For she was able with her words to kill

And raise againe to life the hart that she did thrill.

So, like Dante, he can approach the highest Mount, and gaze upon

The new Hierusalem, that God has built

For those to dwell in that are chosen his.

An altogether different use of the Bible is the single allusion, en-

riching, perhaps deepening, a neutral theme. From multitudes, Keats’s

Ode to a Nightingale'.

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path

Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,

She stood in tears amid the alien corn.

They depend upon familiarity. What if every reference to Eve or

Paradise required an explanatory note

!

Finally, most important, and most impossible to discuss or illustrate

in a few paragraphs, there is the all-embracing fact that since the

appearance of the Bible, the full, Christian Bible, western literature has

come to birth in and through a mental and spiritual environment

different from those of the East or of classical antiquity. Some of the

differences must receive attention later on. To be brief, the relation

between God and history, between a personal God and the individual

man, between body and mind, between man and nature, between man
and man, between man and society, between justice and mercy,

between constraint and freedom, between time and eternity—on none

of these relations does the Christian think exactly as the non- Christian,

since to the former everything turns on the Incarnation. Whether
Christian beliefs are accepted or rejected, no thinker, no writer, born

within western culture can escape them. There are questions to be

wrestled with which classical antiquity had not asked, dimensions to be

lived in which it had not discovered. There is more hope, but also a

keener tragedy; suffering and joy and love have new meanings.

Part of the point is made by Auerbach in his discussion ofElizabethan

tragedy:

In Elizabethan tragedy and specifically in Shakespeare the hero’s character is

depicted in greater and more varied detail than in antique tragedy, and
participates more actively in shaping the individual’s fate. . . . Christianity
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had conceived the problems of humanity (good and evil, guilt and destiny)

more excitingly, antithetically, and even paradoxically than had antiquity. . . .

Shakespeare’s ethical and intellectual world is much more agitated, multi-

layered and, apart from any specific dramatic action, in itself more dramatic

than that of antiquity.

In War and Peace Tolstoy does not obtrude speculation in such a way

as to destroy the narrative power of one of the greatest of novels, but

his epilogue shows that all through he has been pondering, in the light

of Christian thought, the issue of freedom and necessity in history and

‘the immediate participation of the Deity in the affairs of men
,
the

nature of the motive power in or behind history. Or we may think of

Goethe assessing, in Dichtung und Wahrheit
,
the preponderant part of

the Bible in his early education. ‘When my restless imagination. .

.

strayed from one field to another. . .1 loved to take refuge in those

oriental religions and become absorbed in the first Books of Moses, and

there, amid the scattered shepherd tribes, I dwelt in the greatest solitude

and yet with my greatest friends.’ Again, of the Bible, I loved it and

valued it; for to it almost alone did I owe my moral education; and the

events, the doctrines, the symbols, the similes, had all impressed them-

selves deeply upon me’. It was through his struggles with the biblical

criticism of his day that he learned how to penetrate to the essence of

any significant book, into ‘the groundwork, the inner meaning, the

sense, the tendency’. ‘This conviction, born of faith and sight,. .

.

underlay the moral as well as the literary structure of my life, and may

be regarded as a well-invested and richly productive capital . . .
.’ It is

not his youthful epic on Joseph that matters, but this biblical pervasion

of his greatest works, however unorthodox.

Ich, Ebenbild der Gottheit, das sich schon

Ganz nah gediinkt dem Spiegel ew’ger Wahrheit,

Sein selbst genoss in Himmelsglanz und Klarheit,

Und abgestreift den Erdensohn;

Ich, mehr als Cherub, dessen freie Kraft

Schon durch die Adern der Natur zu fliessen

Und, schaffend, Gotterleben zu geniessen

Sich ahnungsvoll vermass, wie muss ichs bussen

!

Ein Donnerwort hat mich hinweggerafft. . . .

Zu jenen Spharen wag ich nicht zu streben,

Woher die holde Nachricht tont;
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PCMS Welcomes
Tom and Judy Theriault

The Board of Directors of
PCMS is pleased to announce the

appointment of Rev. Thomas and
Judy Theriault to the Executive Di-
rectorship of its Pasadena office.

General Director Matt Welde will

continue to function from his office

near Philadelphia. It is expected
that Tom and Judy will move to Pa-
sadena some time this summer.

They will be leaving Yakima,
the agricultural center of Central

Washington, for Pasadena, the mis-
sions center of the country, shifting

their focus from a local congrega-
tion to the whole denomination.
Tom and Judy are very excited at

the prospect of contributing more
directly to the historic renewal un-
derway in the mission thrust of our
great Presbyterian Church. In many
ways they see this ministry as a nat-

ural next step in their service for the

Kingdom.

Both were raised on the West
Coast - Judy in La Crescenta, CA,
and Tom in Longview, WA. Tom
came to Christ in high school
through a Sunday School teacher
who nad been a missionary in the

Sudan. Tom was discipled by this

couple all through college and also

was leader in the I. V. chapter at the

University of Washington, where he
gained a degree in history and psy-
chology. Judy was raised in the

Presbyterian Church and became
very active in Sunday School and
youth ministries during and beyond
college. She took a B. S. in profes-

sional art from Woodbury Universi-
ty in Los Angeles.

Tom and Judy met in ministry.

Tom served as an intern at the La
Crescenta church during his last
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jf Christian Missions and the Western Guilt Complex
V Samiesfu

When at the age of 18 I approached a Methodist church in the

Gambia requesting baptism, thus signaling my conversion to Chris-

tianity from Islam, the resident senior minister, an English missionary,

responded by asking me to reconsider my decision and also consider

joining the Catholic Church. My conversion obviously caused him
acute embarrassment. I was mortified. Linking up with the Catholic

Church did not work out, and after a year of vain attempts I returned

to the English missionary. After assuring me that Methodist baptism

was recognized by the Catholics, he agreed to receive me into the

church.

At that stage of my life I would have joined the church on almost

any condition, for I had this absurd idea that the gospel had marked
me out for something and I felt inexorably driven toward it. On the

night of my baptism I was overcome with emotion, finding it hard to

believe that my wish was being fulfilled.

I make this extended autobiographical introduction to indicate how
injhe liberal Methodist tradition I first encountered the guilt complex
aboITTmissionTwhichTThave since come to know^ so well after more
thafTTwo decades inThe West. I have found’Western Christians em-
barrassed about meeting converts from Asia or Africa. When I have
related my personal obstacles in joining the church, making it clear

that I was in no way pressured, they have seemed gratefully unbur-

dened of guilt.

It should provide food for thought that the church has succeeded in

importing this guilt complex into Africa. I found the church there to

be self-conscious about religious matters—especially involving God,
death, judgment, the virgin birth and miracles—which presumably the

Enlightenment banished from rational debate. Consequently, the

church was wary of embracing members tainted with conversion, for

they would not have acquired the reserve deemed appropriate to relig-

ious subjects.

Further obstacles to religious enthusiasm occurred from exposure
to NT form criticism and “sensible” writers in my catechism. Al-

though on my own I discovered and was encouraged by the common-
i sense Christianity of C. S. Lewis, the liberal strand dominated my for-

mation.

The church’s hesitant attitude about religious conversion in turn

surprised, frustrated, dismayed, saddened and confused me. Also, giv-

en the prominent place religion occupies in Africa, I was baffled by
the apparent determination of my church superiors to keep religious

subjects from all “decent” and “cultured” conversations. I realize now
that this attitude is deep-rooted in Western liberal culture. However,
before I left Africa for Europe I had no way of understanding it, for it

had no parallel in my society, and, more important to me, it appeared
to skirt the declared aims of a missionary church.

seepage
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Missions and Guilt,from page 1 My business in this piece

is not to look back but to confront directly the guilt complex
about missions that so often prevails in liberal counsels. The
claim to openmindedness .about missions would be strength-

ened by a closer examination of what actually happened

—

and may still be happening—in the encounter between West-
ern missionaries and non-Christian peoples.

Missions vs. Western Cultural Imperialism

Much of the standard Western scholarship on Christian

missions begins by looking at the motives of individual mis-
sionaries and concludes by accusing the entire missionary
enterprise of being part of the machinery of Western cultural

imperialism. But missions in the modem era has been far

more, and far less, than the discussion about motives custo-

marily portrays.

Missionaries went out with all sorts of motives, and
some of them were clearly unwholesome. Yet if we were to

try to separate good from bad, we would not, after much la-

bor, advance the subject much beyond a stalemate. We
might, for example, take a little out of the cultural imperial-

ism bag and put it into the social-service category, and as-

cribe both phenomena to Western cultural conditioning, but
that exercise would do little to further our understanding of
the nature and consequences of cross-cultural missions.

The Impact of Vernacular Translation

Instead of examining motives, let us focus on the field

setting of missions, where local feedback exerted an influ-

ence all its own. What stands out in particular is the empha-
sis missionaries gave to translating Scripture into colloquial

languages. Most Protestant missionary agencies embarked
on the immense enterprise of vernacular translation with the

enthusiasm, urgency and commitment of first-timers. Today
more than 1 ,800 languages have been involved in the world-

wide translatioirThdvernenL Catholic missions has been
similarly committed

-
to the transposition of the catechism

into vernacular terms. The importance of vernacular transla-

|

tions was that it brought the missionary into contact with the

|
most intricate aspects of culture, with wide-ranging conse-

quences for both missionary and native.

The translation enterprise had two major steps. One was
the creation of a vernacular alphabet for societies that lacked

j
a literary tradition. The other was to shake the existing liter-

|
ary tradition free of its elitist tendency by recasting it as a

I popular medium. Both stimulated an indigenous response

and encouraged the discovery of local resources for the

adoption of Christianity. Local believers acquired a new in-

terest not only in the vernacular but also in recording their

history and collecting accounts of indigenous wisdom. -One

missionary whose work sparked such a response was J. G.
Christaller, who came from Basel to the Gold Coast (now
Ghana). Between 1871 and 1881 he produced a Bible trans-

lation, a dictionary and a grammar of the Twi language,

crowning his labors with a compilation of 3,600 Twi prov-

erbs and axioms. He also helped found the Christian Mes-
senger, a paper devoted to the promotion of Akan life and
culture. His Twi Dictionary has been acclaimed as “an en-

cyclopedia of Akan civilization” by the modem generation

of Ghanaian scholars.

Often the outcome of vernacular translation was that the

missionary lost the position of being the expert. But the sig-

nificance went beyond that. Armed with a written vernacular

Scripture, converts to Christianity invariably called into

question the legitimacy of foreign domination—cultural, po-

litical and religious. Here was an acute paradox: the vernac-

ular Scriptures and the wider cultural and linguistic enter-

prise on which translation rested provided the vehicle for
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arousing a sense of national pride, yet it was the missionar-
ies—foreign agents—who were the creators of that process. I

am convinced that this paradox decisively undercuts the con-
nection often drawn between missions and colonialism. Co-
fonial rule was irreparably damaged by the consequences of
vernacular translation—and often by other activites of mis-
sionaries.

Because of its concern for translations that employ the

speech of the workaday world, Christian proclamation has
had a populist element. In many tradition^ societies, relig-

ious language had tended to be confined to a small elite of
professionals. In extreme cases, this language is shrouded un-
der the forbidding sanctions of secret societies. The Christian

approach to translatability strikes at the heart of such gnostic

tendencies, first by contending that the most profound relig-

ious truths are compatible with everyday language, and sec-

ond, by targeting ordinary men and women as worthy bearers

of the religious message. This approach introduced a demo-
cratic spirit into hitherto closed societies, with women in par-

ticular discovering an expanded role.

For example, after George Pilkington, the English lay

missionary, translated the Bible in Uganda, some 2,000 men
and 400 women acted as colporteurs operating as far as the

forests of the Congo. Pilkington’s translated Bible sold 1,100

copies in the first year of publication, with an additional

4,000 New Testaments, 13,500 Gospels and 40,000 readers.

The project of translation contains implications about the

nature of culture itself. Translation de-stigmatizes culture—it

denies that culture is “profane’’" and asserts that the sacred

message may legitimately be entrusted to the forms of every

day life. Translation also relativizes culture by denying that

there is only one normative expression of the gospel. The
Christian insight into this phenomenon carries with it a pro-

found ethical notion, for it opens culture up to the demand
and need for change.

The impact of the translation process is incalculable.

Suddenly hitherto illiterate populations were equipped with a

written Scripture, and from the wonder and pride of possess-

ing something new that is also familiar they burst upon the

scene with confidence in the whos and whys of their exis-

tence. For example, the Zulu Bible enabled Zulu converts to <

respond to missionary criticism of the Zulu way of dressing, i

The Zulus said that they found in Genesis 27:16 sanction for

their custom of dressing in skins, a practice the missionaries

had attacked. In the eyes of the Zulus, it was the missionaries

who were flouting the dress code. Thus, confronted with

Western intrusion, local populations used the vernacular to

avert ultimate disenchantment, in this way using the gains of 1

missions to offset the losses to colonialism.

The evidence of the importance of translation in Chris-

tian missions is remarkably consistent. From the 16th century

when Francis Xavier decided to cast his lot with the East

against his own Western culture, to the 19th century when
Christaller singlehandedly promoted Akan culture, to the 20th

century when Frank Laubach inveighed against the encroach-

ments of AmencarTpoweF"n the Philippines, missionaries in
j

the field have helped to promote indigenous self-awareness as I

a counterforce to Western cultural importation. Missionaries \

wanted to proclaim the gospel because they believed it superi-

or to any message others might offer. Itjg^not consistent to

blame missionaries for believing in what they preach. And
we must note this salient feature of their work—namely, that

they confidently adopted the language and culture of others as

the vehicle for the transmission of the message. Whatever
judgment missionaries brought with them, it was not about

the fitness of the vernacular to be the channel for communi-
cating with God. seepage 4
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Missions and Guilt,from page 2 Besides the paradox of for-

eign missionaries establishing the indigenous process by
which foreign domination was questioned, there is a theologi-

cal paradox to this: missionaries entered the missionary field

to convert others, yet in the translation process it was they

who first made the move to “convert” to a new language with

all its presuppositions and ramifications. Thus we have the

example of Robert de Nobili (1577-1656), an Italian noble-

man who went to India as a Jesuit missionary and passed for a

guru, an Indian saintly figure, and even for a sannyasi, a wild,

holy man, adopting Hindu customs and religious terminology.

Also Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) adopted the opposite path to

de Nobili by assimilating into upper-class Chinese society

during the Ming dynasty, eventually undergoing profound cul-

tural transformation as a Confucian scholar. Whether mis-

sionaries converted anybody else, there is no doubt that they

were their own first converts.

It is also apparent that at least in Africa, Christian mis-

sions expanded and deepened pluralism—in language, social

encounter and ethnic participation in the Christian movement.
Missions helped to preserve languages that were threatened

by a rising lingua franca, extended the influence of the ver-

nacular through methodical and systematic investigations in

the field, and helped to establish connections within the wider
family of languages. In their grammars, dictionaries, and sys-

tematic compilations of proverbs, customs, and other ethno-

graphic materials, missionaries furnished the scientific docu-
mentation by which modem cultural study could begin.

Whether missionaries translated well or badly—and there are

masterpieces as well as outrageous parodies—they made field

criteria rather than the values of empire-building their stan-

dard.

If there is any aspect of missionaries’ motives I would
want to pursue, it would be their desire to excel in whatever
they undertook. They scrutinized their work in the hard light

of giving an account before God. Thus we find in their metic-

ulous record-keeping and faithful correspondence an extraor-

dinary concern for accuracy.

In examining missionary archives I am struck constantly

by their painstaking attention to detail. Inventiveness was rare

in that stem, austere world of missionary self-accounting.

Thus, unwittingly,- was laid the firm foundation of modem
historiography in Africa and elsewhere. Even the nationalist

point of view that came to dominate much historical writing

about the new Africa was to a large extent molded by the mis-
sionary exploration of indigenous societies.

When they succeeded in translation, missionaries inad-

vertently vindicated indigenous claims, and when they failed

they called forth the criticism of local people. Furthermore,
their success in translation hastened the day of their departure,

while failure called into question their continuing presence.

Translation is no respecter of motives—which is why it

should be detached from the question of motives and exam-
ined in its own right.

Missionary statesmen in the 19th century saw clearly

where the vernacular principle was leading and they wel-
comed it as the supreme reward of Christian discipleship.

Henry Venn of the Anglican Church Missionary Society said

that “the marked national characteristics” that the vernacular

principle fosters in the expression of the gospel, “in the over-
ruling grace of God, will tend to its perfection and glory.” He
spoke vividly of “a euthanasia of mission” once the vernacu-
lar principle exerted its full force. He said the business of
mission was “not to supply an European pastorate, but to pre-

pare native pastors. ..and to fix the spiritual standard in such
churches by securing for them a supply of Vernacular Scrip-

tures.” (To Apply the Gospel; Selectionsfrom the Writings ofHenry

Venn [Eerdmans, 1971]). Such an aim, he counseled, differed

sharply from the goals of colonialism in perpetuating overseas

dependencies.

The modem religious map of Africa reveals in a striking

way the close connection between the growth of Christianity

and the widespread employment of the vernacular. The con-

verse also seems to hold: Christian growth has been slightest

in areas where vernacular languages are weak—that is, where <.

a lingua franca such as English, French, Portuguese, Arabic (

or Swahili has succeeded in suppressing mother tongues.
j

To make the contrast even starker, we can point out the

reverse phenomenon in Islam, also a missionary religion, but

one that does not translate its Scripture. Islam is strongest in <

societies where a linguafranca exists and weakest in places of
{

vernacular preponderance. For example, Islamic gains in
j

north Nigeria occurred at the hands of the Fulani reformers in /

the 19th century. In the process, the Fulani assimilated to an
j

Islamized Hausa culture and lost their own Fulfulde language,
j

Islamic reform has nowhere, to my knowledge made the

perpetuation of the vernacular an accompaniment of ortho- r

doxy, and I know of no Muslim language institutes dedicated
j

to the systematic study of the vernacular. Islam has succeeded

brilliantly in its missionary enterprise, promoting at the same
time a universal devotion to the sacred Arabic. In Africa, we
see evidence of its considerable gains in spite of what we
might regard as insuperable odds against a nontranslatable

Scripture. For this reason the implications of Muslim success

for pluralism are quite serious. I

I will conclude as I began, with a personal story, this one
about the unexpected dynamics of translation. After complet-

ing my Islamic studies in the Middle East in 1969 I went to

Yorubaland in Nigeria as a lay worker with the Methodist
Church. I was immediately taken to the local market to pur-

chase some essentials for my flat. My companion was a sen-

ior English missionary who had spent many years in Ibadan
and knew his way around. He translated for me as we did the

round of market stalls, with the stallkeepers’ curiosity natural-

ly aroused by the missionary. Before we had picked our way
through the market, a small crowd had gathered to marvel at

the sight of a white man translating for an African in an Afri-

can language. The image of “total stranger” the stallkeepers

had of the Western missionary was completely belied by this

exposure.

Of the lessons one can draw from this incident, one is par-

ticularly relevant to the Western guilt complex about mis-

sions. There is a widespread tendency in the West to see mis-
sions as destroyers of indigenous cultures or as alien cultural

agents from the West. Yet in the incident at the local market,

my missionary companion came to be acknowledged by the

stallkeepers as an accomplished “native,” one of themselves,

on the basis of the vernacular rule that they normally used to

determine the boundary between insiders and outsiders. In the 1

act of translating my missionary friend demonstrated that he )

had as much claim to being in Africa, as he had to identifying

with the West His Western cultural differences were no
longer a barrier, nor even a useful standard, but an opportuni-

ty for cross-cultural interchange. This example suggests that

Christian missions are better seen as a translation movement,
with consequences for vernacular revitalization, religious

change and social transformation, than as a vehicle for West-
ern cultural domination. Such an assurance should help alle-

viate some of the Western guilt complex.
Adapted from an article by Dr. Lamin Sanneh. Dr. Sarmeh is

Associate Professor of the history of religions at the Harvard

University Center for the Study of World Religions.

Copyright 1987 Christian Century Foundation. Reprinted by
permission from the April 8, 1987 issue of The Christian Century.
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. "Please, more of the same."

shop leaders, preachers and
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HAL H. HOPSON - WILMA
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realized as a gift received through faith.

Despite all the evidence which mocks the

claim, Luke puts forth the daring propo-

sition that the malefactor’s life is fulfilled

through Jesus’ death on the cross. Jesus’

death is not barren. Rather, it is the key
which unlocks the door for the trans-

gressor in every human.

,ne 1; $275 after June 1. Daily

ion:

Jnited Presbyterian Church,

>2705, (704) 544-7852

INTERPRETATION
We expect God to be mindful of the vic-

tim of the Holocaust or apartheid. How-
ever, this passage contains a scandal.

God is not only mindful of the child in the

Palestinian refugee camp, but also the

pinstriped diplomat who conspired to

place that child there in 1948.

God is as mindful of the child abuser as

he is of the abused child, the person mak-
ing a “killing” off commodity markets as

the farmer facing foreclosure, and the

drug pusher as well as the drug addict.

The gospel will not permit us to put

God in a box as the advocate only of the

innocent victim. No, Luke rattles the

cages of our minds. The Good News is for

publicans and sinners; Jesus dies for

them and for us.

Lesson theme and Scripture copyrighted by the Division

of Education, National Council of Churches. Scripture

quotations are from the Revised Standard Version.
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• TIIE BIBLE, or portions of it, has

now been translated into 1,848 world lan-

guages with 19 “new” languages receiv-

ing their first Scriptures in 1986, accord-

ing to the United Bible Societies. The

latest is Krio, a language spoken in

Sierra Leone in western Africa. Linguists

put the number of languages and distinct

dialects in the world at more than 5,000.

The 1,848 which now have at least one

Bible book represent only 37 percent of

that language count, although in terms of

the global family some 97 percent of the

world’s people have at least one book of

Scripture available to them. The remain-

ing languages, in most cases, are spoken

only in very remote parts of the world.

{From the American Bible Society.)

V'5<
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TABLE I

LANGUAGES IN WHICH SINCE 1450
THE SCRIPTURES HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED1

PORTIONS THE
YEAR LANGUAGES GOSPELS TESTAMENTS BIBLE

1450 33 16 5 12

1450 0 0 0 0

1500 14 8 1 5

1800 71 lb
3

15 40

1830 157 50 55 52

1900 404 200 91 111

1937 1008 617 212 179

1951 1034 650 246 191

1965 1250 716 297 237

1975 1577 930 386 261

1983 1785 930 572 283

^Hogg 1977: 378, 399n. ; United Bible Societies 1984: 162).

translated manuscripts hand-copied to 1450.

the translation of M. Barreto, SJ, of The Gospels of the
Mass are not included in this figure, because the text was
not in Japanese but was transliterated into Latin Script.

W. Richey Hogg
Address 23 June 1984
American Society of Missiology
Princeton, New Jersey
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Is Wycliffe Biggest? 203 New
Testaments 1983':

COVER: Let- us be praying for John
Bendor—Samuel, the new Executive
Vice—President o-f this major
organization, as it looks forward into
astounding opportunities and formidable
obstacles. David Cumming, an
Australian, is President. John, an
Englishman, has been a key Wycliffe
executive in Africa as well as being in
charge of the Summer Institute of
Linguistics in England for the past 25
years. The international flavor has
never been so prominent!

ITEM: Wycliffe is so big
that five moving vans are
criss-crossing the U.S. constantly
just to pick up the belongings of
their new people going to the
field.

ITEM: Wycliffe sends out
more U.S citizens (3,555) into the
foreign mission field than all of
the 36 member denominations of the

National Council of Churches put
together. Plus another 1,493 who
join Wycliffe from other countries
(such as 425 Canadians).

However, let's not get
started off on that kind of a
tangent. On what precise basis,
really, could we ever say that one
mission agency is bigger than all

others? For example, candidates
for bigness might boast of many
things.

—Gospel Recordings has dealt
with more languages (about 4,000).—World Vision and the
Southern Baptist Foreign Board both
handle more money, and the latter
has about as many North American
personnel (3,363).

—Campus Crusade has by one
definition 15,000 workers and
touches more people through its
Jesus film. (All standard
missions have developed formally

/
~

* THE HUMAN INVESTMENT

—> THE SPIRITUAL PRODUCT

5, 048 Missionaries 1983- ‘ ~ =

! Each Line = One New Testament Completed

Each Box = 100 Wycliffe Missionaries

-O J3D i>4 -at- -Cl CO

or- o O— o o- o o o~-
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IS WYCLIFFE BIGGEST?—Cont.

trained national leaders.
Altogether they number well over
500,000.)—Youth With a Mission
actually processes more new people
per year, perhaps 3,000 (in short
term missions).

WHAT THEN IS UNIQUE ABOUT
WYCLIFFE?

A. WYCLIFFE took in more
than 325 new career missionaries
last year! (That, in one year, is
more than the total number serving
in most missions.)

B. WYCLIFFE now draws its
missionary candidates from 29
countries (and sends them to 40).

C. WYCLIFFE has begun work
with 907 tribal groups and is
working right now with 695!

D. WYCLIFFE has 130 Ph.D.s,

with another 60 in process. Plus
700 M.A.s and the world's largest
network o-f linguistic institutes of
the highest calibre—open to all

missions.
E. MUCH MORE IMPORTANT:

Wycliffe has zeroed in on the
world's tribal peoples, surely some
of the most needy, threatened
people on the face of the earth-
Why is that important?

#*Tribal people are more
numerous than the population of
the U.S.—over 200 million.

**They come in 5,000
shapes and sizes, requiring
distinct approaches.

**They speak at least
3,000 languages sufficiently
different to require different
printed materials to read.

**Thus, tribal peoples
amount to greater diversity than
all the rest of missionary work
in all the world!

**Tribal peoples represent
the most politically delicate of
all mission fields. They are
virtually imprisoned in their
own countries in most cases.
National governments, run by

majority peoples, at best are
embarrassed or indifferent and
at worst are even hostile to
them. (How can outsiders get
past those officials who do not
want anyone drawing attention to
their tribal peoples? It is a
wonder missions have been able
to do it at all!)

IT b—±S=>^.X peoples
emount to greater
dives—sity then ell
the j

—

^ ti of the
world's mission
-F ±^ Xd s- together.."

WHAT IS WYCLIFFE'S SECRET?

The deep human drama behind
the astounding picture across the
page can only be told in the
amazing story of "Uncle Cam" who
was the principal founder. (See
the special half-price book offer
on the back cover).

But the FIFTY years you see
on the left tell us two things that
are very profound:

1. Tackling jungles and
building a solid team and measuring
your output by whole New Testaments
in previously unwritten languages
is not a recipe for instant
success. Note that after Wycliffe
got started it was 17 years before
a single NT was completed, and 30
before 7 were done. But then—
"whoosh"!

2. The "Spiritual Product"
has GROWN FASTER than the
missionary force! We'll see more
in a moment why that blessed event
has taken place. But now we are
left hanging in the balance as to
what can become of this huge,
fantastic missionary team—from 29
nations to 40 nations (and to 907
HIDDEN PEOPLES).
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Can Wycliffe

do it alone?
WYCLIFFE (give them credit)

has never tried to do it alone.
In fact. Cam Townsend's

greatest strategic error was to
assume that all the existing boards
would immediately rally to the
tribal world...to which he now
became a modern day apostle with
all the scuffs and bruises and
hardships that involves.

Other missions, both
interdenominational and
denominational agencies, were doing
some substantial tribal work in
some places. But it would have
been hopeless futility to expect
them all instantly to grasp
Townsend's vision. Vision grows
slowly.

To this writer, however, the
best question is not "can" Wycliffe
do it alone.

To be sure, the teeter totter
above would seem to imply a
crushing, impossible load, but the
projections across the page show
that it is not unthinkable in terms
of past growth rates.

Wycliffe does not WANT to do
it alone! Even though Townsend
somewhat failed to attract existing
missions to plunge into tribal
work, Wycliffe has never ceased to
believe that other missions could
and would and should help!

I was one of hundreds,
perhaps thousands over the years,
trained in linguistics and tribal
techniques—and later worked with a
tribe—although I was never a
member of Wycliffe itself.

Wycliffe has encouraged
Lutherans to form the Lutheran
Bible Translators. Never suppose
the Lutherans decided to "compete"
with Wycliffe. Wycliffe will

collaborate with any
mission—denominational or
other if it is known that that
group would like to share the
tribal challenge.

Some missions already
specialize in tribal work just like

Wycliffe does. I think of Regions
Beyond Missionary Union and New
Tribes Mission, Unevangelized
Fields Mission, etc.

Others, as the future unfolds, may
seek to work creatively with
Wycliffe, leaning on their
expertise and considerable
experience. >
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Year 2000?

WHAT US 1

1

HAPPEN BY THE YEAR 2,000?

Can Bible translation' catch on in wider
circles?

A single major event may symbolize -for us
the new forces that are on the horizon for
tribal work. The World Consultation on
Frontier Missions at Edinburgh in 1980 was
strongly supported by Wycliffe. George Cowan,
one of Wycliffe's early "anchor men" gave the
plenary presentation on unfinished work in the
tribal sphere. The Sudan Interior Mission, now
working worldwide as SIM International, was
strongly represented by Gerald Swank, their
specialist in new tribal fields.

The Africa Inland Mission sent no less
than Richard Anderson, now International

"By the Year 2000?"

Previous 1942-48 = 20.4% Previous 1972-78 = 22%
Crowth 1948-58 = 14.9% Crowth 1976-82 = 18%
Rates 1958-70 = 8.3% Rates

1972-82 = 5.2%

PROJECTING TOTAL PROJECTING TOTAL
WORKERS NEW TESTAMENTS COMPLETED

5. 048 Workers Now 203 NT's Now
Growing at Crowing at

{ \ \
4.1% 6.6% 9. 9% 9.8% 12.5% 17.2% 20%

LOW MID HIGH LOW- 1 LOW-2 MID HIGH

1984 5,255 5,382 5,546 223 228 238 244
1986 5,695 6,118 6,695 269 289 327 351
1988 6,172 6,954 8,081 324 366 448 505
1990 6,689 7,905 9,755 391 463 615 727
1992 7,249 8,985 11,775 472 585 845 1,047
1994 7,856 10,213 14,214 570 741 1,160 1,507
1996 8,514 11,609 17,157 687 937 1,592 2,171
1998 9,227 13,196 20,711 829 1,186 2,185 3, 125
2000 10,000 15,000 25 , 000 1,000 1 , 500 3 , 000 4,500

Secretary, plus the entire top (African) staff
of the Africa Inland Church Mission Board! In

light of their 1979 commitment to “100 New
Hidden Peoples by 1990," the Foursquare Church
sent a District Superintendent. The Missouri
Synod sent their top mission exec. Southern
Baptists sent two, etc.

Wycliffe's post gr-owth
rates show that is In ee
TRIBAI task is "do-able"
by the year 2,000

Even more important: not only more
mission agencies sent delegates to Edinburgh
than to any previous world—level meeting in

history, but fully one-third of the delegates
were from non-Western missions (like the AIM
Africans mentioned above).

Panya Baba, for example, gave a plenary
address. He is the head of the SIM-related,
Nigerian-staffed Evangelical Missionary
Society, which sends out 440 Africans, mostly
in cross—cultural work even outside Nigeria.

Similarly, in Ghana as a result of Wycliffe's

school for translators started there in 1971,

46 Ghanian members of Wycliffe now work with 29
different languages!

Thus two things are happening: 1) tribal
work is becoming more prominent as a major
frontier along with Muslims, Chinese, Hindus,

and Buddhists, and 2) we can count on more and
more nationalities to help out, whether
formally or informally related to Wycliffe
itself.

NEW "TE E3 “TAMENTS

WORKERS 125,000 <9.9?. per yr)

— 15,000 <6. AX par yr)
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Wycliffe and the U.S. Center
From the very founding of the

Center for World Mission here in

Pasadena, many mission agencies have
shown great interest in its
potentialities and have offered help.
Wycliffe has lent help in several ways.

The letter to the right shows
recent evidence of appreciation for the
way in which these two organizations
are closely related.

Still more recently, Wycliffe has
decided to try to enlist its own
missionary members, and in turn its
500,000—1,000,000 supporters, to help
pay off this property. We feel this is
a very, very significant step for which
we are profoundly grateful.

ne reason Wycliffe leaders
decided to do this is explained in the
letter to the right—they feel we are
helping them in their cause. But
another reason is the fact that we
present no long-term fund—raising
threat to their support base. Although
they have never before urged their
people to give funds to another
mission, the USCWM presents a different
case. Why? Because we have been
unswerving in our policy not to
cultivate long-term giving to our own
operational costs. (We are, and always
have been, operationally
self-sustaining.)

We look upon Wycliffe as a
strong, experienced agency. If

Summer Institute of Linguistics

and Wycliffe Bible Translators

General Statistics

1 Languages currently spoken in the world: about 5,000

2 Languages still needing Bible translation: possibly 3,000

3 People represented by these languages: at least 200 million.

4 Languages with some or all of the Bible: 1 ,565 (236 complete

Bibles, 500 NT only, 829 portions only). These figures do not

include subdialects, extinct languages and languages with in-

adequate translations. From now on our statistics will reflect this

method of calculating.

5 Languages in which Bible Translation and/or preparatory

linguistic studies are currently in progress: 695 by SIL and
WBT, 943 by SIL, WBT and others.

6 Languages in which SIL& WBT personnel have completed the

N.T. or have had substantial involvement 202

7. Total number of language projects in which we have been
involved: 907

November 2 ,
1982

Dear Ralph:

Please accept this gift as an expression of our love and

appreciation for you atid your missionary vision. Wycliffe
is blessed by your ministry in many ways. Your emphasis
has brought a new focus and priority in the church to the
minority groups. Part of the spin-off has been a renewed
interest in Bible translation. You will be happy to know
that recruitment for Wycliffe in the U.S. this year is up
100Z over 1980. We will be sending to the field about 250
career member, plus 200 short-term recruits in 1982. It is

by far the biggest recruitment year in Wycliffe's history
in this country. These results we accept as an answer to

prayer and an indication of God's purposes. We also believe
God has used you and other colleagues in the ministry to

create a climate which has produced these results.

It's a joy to be co-laborers with you and the Center for

World Mission in this ministry of sharing the good news of

the gospel with the hidden peoples of the world.

With love and appreciation,

Bernie May

Wycliffe's collaboration in our "Touch
Ten" campaign reaches the outer limits
of their support base, we may soon find

ourselves over our financial hump.
Wycliffe also will benefit: the "Touch
Ten" campaign could bring them 100,000
to 200,000 new supporters.

But this is only the beginning.

The Touch Ten campaign can be taken up
and copied by any group. Our basic
purpose is to broaden the support base
and the vision base of the entire
mission movement. We believe God wants
to help us do that.

8 Countries represented by the languages in which we are

working: over 40 This reflects cases of working with displaced

peoples, etc.

9 Population of each Bibleless language group: this varies greatly,

from as few as under 100 to more than 23 million.

10 Adult SIL and WBT workers in all categories: 5,048 728 of

these are STAs.

1

1

Countries of origin of our members: 29 About 30% of our

members are from countries other than the U.S

12 Time required to translate the N.T.: about 15 years, sometimes
longer, sometimes shorter. In one case it was done in three years (in

a group already missionized, with people well educated and prepared

to be trained to translate). Translation progress has been greatly

accelerated by more extensive training of our members, by on-the-

field consultant programs and workshops, by more and better

printed exegetical helps and by computer-assisted editing,

13 Additional translators and support personnel needed: many
more Current vacancies: 1 ,465 in all categories It should be

emphasized that the Bible translation
)
0b is not endless; the goal

is attainable as Christians worldwide give proper priority to this

responsibility.

I

I

[
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Indirectly, cur pesters, our
-facts and -figures, our research in

dozens o-f striking new avenues, is

-flowing into the veins of the U.S. and
world evangelical movement, inevitably
assisting in the raising o-f other
millions. Not -for us!

WHY iNJO~T FOR US?
Precisely because we encourage

other organizations to consider this
Center a place to work together on the
-final mission -frontiers, our conviction
of God's will -for us (ever since 1977)

has been to avoid competition for
funds. That has led us to THE WORLD'S
HARDEST WAY TO RAISE MONEY—namely, to
ask for a small one-time donation from
a large number of people.

THE OFS~T NEWS V'FI
God has remembered us in our

need. So have the mission agencies.
Wycliffe Bible Translators, in some
ways the biggest mission going today,
has decided to help us.

How? Wycliffe leaders have
offered to ask their 5,048 missionaries
each to become $15.95 Founders. They
are also willing to urge their 500,000-
1,000,000 supporters to do the same.

Isn't this amazing? Isn't this
truly magnanimous? Surely it is!

But is it God's best plan? If we
are truly serious about the necessity
of broadening the base of missions for
all agencies, perhaps God would rather
we encouraged Wycliffe supporters and
staff to each send "invitations to
hope" further out to people who may not
now regularly give to the mission
cause.

That way they will help add new
supporters to the cause, not just get
more money for us from existing
supporters. And these new founders of
the Center can in turn become potential
continuing donors for Wycliffe. But
not for us!

We know that this is a harder way
to go. And our crisis is as great as
ever, perhaps even more so. But we
think that this plan is better in the
long run because the cause of the
frontiers will become known to many,
many more people.

SYNOPSIS OF PREV. INSTALLMENTS:
1. Last Sept . the $6 million

final balloon payment came due on two
thirds of the campus

.

2. But our TOUCH TEN campaign
had already opened up an ocean of good
Mill , and produced the beautiful
picture you see across the page—of
13,034 new people responding for the
first time to the challenge of the
world's Hidden Peoples/

3. Hom it Morked: we sent out
one first-class letter as a cry for
help . Almost immediately 402 stalwart
people in local congregations accepted
entire "HOPE Chests" (with 100 packets
in them, each packet containing 10
invitations .)

’ 4. Roughly half of those packets
were placed in the hands of a small
army of (about 6,500) willing workers
who in turn agreed to try prayerfully
to "Touch Ten" people further out—
beyond their own congregations

.

5. He estimate that eventually
53,000 invitations were sent out by
this method. As of Jan 16 exactly
13,034 (about 247.) had come in. In
terms of the suggested $15 gifts, these
gave $200,000. Many gave more,
especially former donors, so that a

total of almost $1 million came in.

6. But that didn't total $6
million. Thus we were unable to make
the balloon payment and had to accept a

2 year escape clause that imposes both
higher payments and higher interest
(still under discussion).

7. Hith what the Lord did give
us we were at least able to pay what
was overdue from June. He also paid
the new legal minimum of $300,000 for
Sept 1st. And we have since paid the
next $300,000 due Dec 1st. Now, noon
on Jan. 16, we have $236,899 toward our
March 1st payment.

8. However, looking at the
picture to the left, you can see that
additional $15.95 donors are now only
trickling in. (Same with other gifts.)
To make the March 1st payment we may
have to dig into reserves intended for
other purposes. Even that will not be
sufficient for the June '84 payment.

9.

So, the question is, "How can we
get moving again?" „
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BIBLICAL TRANSLATION ACROSS CULTURES

"The Word of God in the language of the people is the tool

of the Spirit in reaching the hearts of the people." These

words of Eugene Nida form the motivation and inspiration for

the complex task of Biblical translation. Translation is

neither new nor is it seriously limited in its reach around

the globe. Beginning with the translation of the Hebrew Old

Testament into Greek in the second and third centuries B.C. and

continuing down to the present time, the Scriptures have been

2
translated, at least in part, into 1,109 languages. ' Translation

of the messages of Scripture into the native languages of the

peoples of the world has long been a major priority of missions.

Nida contends that if the Bible is the revelation of God to

humanity and the instrument through which Christ is revealed

then it must be understood in its entirety. People must under-

3
stand its words in order to know its message. This paper will

examine the task of biblical translation. Particular attention

will be given to the requirements of translation, some common

problems encountered In the translation process, and ways of

dealing with these problems. Major emphasis will be placed on
*b

the use of dynamic. and closest natural equivalence translations

as a means of maintaining a measure of faithfulness to the

biblical account yet allowing the translation to be meaningful

in the receptor language. Finally, a means of evaluation will

be suggested. Insights in this essay are obtained for the most

part from the writings of Eugene A. Nida.
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To begin the process of translation, the translator must

first secure a clear, functional knowledge of both the form

and the function of the receptor language. The initial task of

obtaining sufficient knowledge of both the source and the receptor

languages is a major accomplishment for the Bible translator.

The process by which this is achieved is complex and detailed

in itself and will not be dealt with in this paper. We will

proceed with the assumption that all "would-be" translators are

able to completely understand the form and function of both the

source and the receptor languages.

The first problem the translator encounters after the
^ .

receptor language has been mastered is the choosing of a source

or a base text from which to translate. H. Fehderau points out

that most translators are not able to use the base texts (Hebrew

and Greek) and therefore a source text must be chosen. Source

texts are those that "accurately reflect the form and (more or

less) literal meaning of the Biblical languages". H The Revised

Standard Version is sucli a literal translation in English. The

translator must be careful when choosing a text not to choose

a dynamic equivalent translation such as the Good News Bible

as a source. These meaningful texts are one step away f.opm the

biblical language base for they have already undergone the trans-

lation process. Dynamic equivalence translations are very useful

as models of good translation work but should not be used as a

source or basis for a new translation. The dynamic equivalence

translation has already modified the original (base) text in

order to conform to the requirements of a receptor language.

Putting the translation through this entire process again could
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seriously effect the accuracy of the end product.

Once a source text, such as the RSV, has been chosen the

process of translating the message into the new receptor language

can begin. At the outset of the translation process it is

important to keep the primary goal of translation in mind. "The

primary objective in translating is to represent in so far as

5possible both the form and the function of the Biblical account."

The translator is to seek equivalence in objective form and in

functional significance. However, one must always be aware that

exact equivalence is never possible. No two words in two different

languages ever have identically the same meaning. This realization

leads the translator to another major problem, namely, if equiv-

alence in form and function can not be achieved, what adjustments

must be made in order to produce the most accurate translation

possible? Daniel A-richea poses the question another way. "How

far should we go in changing the Biblical form in order to achieve

a translation which is clear, easy to understand, and appreciated

6
by the intended readers?"

Before one can begin to address this question a clear under-

standing of the requirements of a good translation must be

secured. Nida suggests three criteria: (l)the translation must

represent the customary usage of the native language, (2)the

translation must make sense, and (3)the translation must conform
n

to the meaning of the original (the base text). Notice that

tile third requirement stresses that meaning be preserved. It

is the meaning of the original that is to be translated and

passed, on to the receptor. Fehderau emphasizes that the "meaning

of the message is more important than the grammatical form of
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8the base. The form must often be changed to preserve the meaning."

This brings us back to the question at hand, "how far can we go

in changing the form?"

Before diving headlong into the discussion of how to accomodate

and adapt the Scriptures, I must point out that I am not advocating

that the translator should change the original text at will.

Nida warns that "it is the viewpoint of the Gospel writer and not

one’s own presuppositions which should be reflected in the trans-

9lation". The translator must never substitute the viewpoint

of the new receptor culture for the point of view of the original

receptor culture. "In the wording of the translation and in the

supplementary information it contains, the text should be a clear

and accurate representation of the message as communicated by

the original authors, so that the receptors of the translated

message will not misunderstand how the original receptors must

1 0
have understood the message." ' The translator must bear in mind

a general rule of thumb--it is important to adhere as closely

to the text of the original as possible as long as the translation

makes sense in the receptor language and culture.

But what if the literal translation does not make sense in

the receptor culture? If the literal translation would result

in a text that would have a contrary meaning or would be misleading

or would seem meaningless , then something must be done, either

through some adaptation in the text or by using supplementary

information in the form of notes. Nida suggests two means of

adj ustingjwhen the close literal translation conveys the wrong

meaning: (l)give the culturally equivalent item in the trans-

lation and omit any explanation, or (2)give the translation of

the text as it is and give an explanation of the culturally
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different situation in supplementary notes. Particular

attention will be given here to the first of these suggestions,

the dynamic or closest cultural equivalent.

In order to more fully develop the significance of dynamic

equivalence translation, a return to a statement of the principles

of translation is helpful. Daniel Arichea proposes two basic

principles : (1) being faithful to the original text in terms of

meaning, and ( 2) expressing the meaning in such a way that readers

1 2
can understand it easily. If these are the principles that

guide translation, then the search for the closest natural equiv-

alents should be of primary importance. Fehderau states that

the use of equivalence "means that the message has been translated

in such a way that today's readers and hearers will be able to

understand essentially the same meaning that the original readers

1 3and hearers understood." Unlike literal translations in which

the words of Scripture are simply restated in the words of the

receptor language, dynamic equivalence translation takes into

account that every culture has different presuppositions and

means of interpreting symbols, words-

, and events. These differences

are taken seriously and every attempt is made to preserve the

meaning of the Scripture message as it is received by the receptor

culture. The goal is to reproduce in the receptor language the

closest natural equivalent of the original message in the source

language. The idea is to remain faithful to the message of the

Bible and yet make that message clearly meaningful for any given

culture. Many Bible translators believe that this is precisely

what equivalence translation is able to accomplish (Nida, Smalley,

etc. » . )

.

Any translator who chooses the dynamic equivalence method
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of translating will soon realize that although it solves many

of the problems of communicating the meaning of Scripture it

is far from the easiest way to translate. The problem arises of

where and how to find the cultural equivalent for an event or

concept in the Bible that is confusing or meaningless to the

receptor. Nida warns translators of this common problem. "In

attempting to discover the closest natural equivalent, whether

of meaning or style, one is always faced with the difficulty
v -j i

of finding corresponding forms with analogous semantic functions." +

A translator must be keenly aware of cultural diversities as

well as highly sensitive to the similarities and points of

intersection between the source and the receptor cultures. Nida

uses the phrase "sanctified judgement" for the awareness and

sensitivity that a translator must have in working out the problems

1 5
of coorespondence and equivalence.

We cannot leave the topic of dynamic equivalence without

briefly touching on what is perhaps its most unique and essential

element. Dynamic equivalence is far more tha# the mere correct

communication of information and meaning. Much more significant

is its expressive factor. "The people must also feel as well as

1 6
understand what is said." By employing the technique of

cultural equivalence in translation, the receptor culture is

likely to experience the message in much the same way that the

original readers and hearers did. They can become involved in

the Living Word of God in their lives. "The Word of God must

be translated into life, if it is truly the Book of Life, and

in order that it may be translated into life, people must

1 7
understand in it words which come from their living experience."
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\ijym

Dynaraic equivalence translation makes this type of transference

possible.

Dynamic equivalence is in no i^ay the only useful and

acceptable means of making adjustments in the translation

of the Biblical text. Nida suggested a second possible solution

to the problem of cultural adaptation into the receptor language.

He proposed that a translator may choose to give the literal

translation of the text as it is and then provide an explanation

of the culturally different situation in supplementary notes.

Nida makes a strong case for the use of supplementary information

in the form of marginal notes, cross-references, glossaries,...

in his text Meaning Across Cultures (see particularly chapter 7).

Handling the cultural differences in this way "makes it possible

for the reader to understand the cultural significance of an

1 8
item without changing the actual reading of the text". A

more accurate representation of the words of the Bible is

maintained and the meaning is preserved through the material

supplied in the notes.

How is the translator to know whether the problem should

be handled by using a dynamic equivalent or a marginal note?

Nida proposes that each case needs to be determined in its own

right according to two criteria: (1)how widely different the

cultural items are, and (2)the actual range of meaning of the

words used.
19 Supplementary notes should be used wherever

possible to keep the Biblical text intact. Most likely,

two techniques in order to remain faithful to the Biblical

and yet provide a message that makes sense in the receptor's

j, ;i »>If0 1 -
! I f
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culture and language.

To this point we have examined the task of the Bible

translator with particular attention given to the methods of

making cultural adjustments in the message. Assuming that the
*

translator is able to make all of the necessary d/cisions

concerning the text and manages to complete the task of trans-

lating the Scriptures into an aboriginal language, one task

remains. The translation must be evaluated or tested. Nida

gives three criteria for judging any translation: (l)the

correctness with which the receptors understand the message

of the original (faithfulness to the original), (2)the ease

of comprehension, and (3) the involvement a person experiences

2 0as a result of the adequacy of the form of the translation.'

In other words, is it accurate, is it understandable, and does

it speak to the heart? If a translation is able to meet these

requirements, then a faithful translation of the message has

been achieved. Failure in any one area will result in distortion

and misrepresentation of the Biblical witness.

The translator of the Bible must realize that the Divine

revelation is being dealt with in his/her task. Only after

careful study and preparation can one begin to undertake such

a monumental endeavor. Through prayerful dedication and the

power of the Spirit, 95 per cent of the people of the world

now have parts of the Scriptures in their native tongue.

Committed Christians have taken this task seriously and have

set out to faithfully translate the Word of God for every

person in the world. The task will not be complete until
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every person in every land and from every distinct language

is able to look to the carefully translated Word of God and

21
say, "I never knew before that God spoke my language".
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